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ABSTRACT
CONTROL OF SPONTANOUS EMISSION FROM QUANTUM EMITTERS USING
HYPERBOLIC METAMATERIAL SUBSTRATES

by
Tal Galfsky

Adviser: Prof. Vinod Menon

Hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) are so named for possessing a hyperboloid-shaped
dispersion which gives rise to a large photonic density of states. Quantum emitters placed inside
or in the near-field of a HMM have been shown to exhibit strong enhancement of spontaneous
emission due to the increase in available states. This thesis focuses on enhancing spontaneous
emission of quantum emitters in optical frequencies by utilizing multilayered metal/dielectric
composites that form these highly anisotropic metamaterials. In conjunction with the enhanced
decay rate we experimentally demonstrate two methods for shaping and directing radiation trapped
in the HMM into free space by employing a new class of artificial photonic media which we term
a photonic hypercrystal. The ability to significantly enhance the spontaneous emission rate and
control the directionality paves the way to practical applications using hyperbolic metamaterials
such as sub-wavelength lasers, single-photon sources, and ultrafast light emitting diodes.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Advances in nano-fabrication and characterization techniques have led to artificially
constructed structures known as metamaterials (MMs) with electromagnetic properties beyond
those found in natural materials. The ability to engineer the electromagnetic response of MMs has
led to ground-breaking applications such as negative refraction index materials [1,2], cloaking [3],
and sub-wavelength imaging [4–7]. An emerging class of MMs is hyperbolic metamaterials
(HMMs), so named for having hyperbolic dispersion (see FIGURE 1). HMMs are especially
attractive because they enable all of the above mentioned applications on a frequency range
spanning microwave down to the UV while having non-magnetic permittivity (µ=1). HMMs have
been utilized to experimentally demonstrate applications such as nano-scale optical cavities [8,9],
negative refraction in non-magnetic materials [10,11], super and hyper lenses [4,5,12–15] and
control of spontaneous emission of quantum emitters [16–18]. All of these applications exploit
sub-wavelength confinement of light in plasmonic Bloch modes in metal-dielectric
structures [19,20]. However, plasmonic modes become evanescent at the surface of the HMM and
coupling of light into and out of these structures require complex mode matching schemes [21–
23]. In the following chapters we show experimental evidence for enhanced radiative decay right
and directional light extraction from quantum emitters embedded inside a HMM or place on top
of an HMM, first using a high-index-contrast grating and more recently by patterning the HMM
into a photonic hypercrystal [24–26].
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY
2.1: HYPERBOLIC DISPERSION
To understand hyperbolic dispersion let us examine the dispersion relation of an arbitrary
non-magnetic material with permittivity tensor
 xx
0

 0

0

 yy
0

0
0 
 zz 

( 2.1 )

where  xx ,  yy ,  zz are the x,y,z components of the permittivity tensor. Let us examine a bi-anisotrpic
material for which  xx   yy . The dispersion relation in the material can be written as
k x2  k y2

 zz



k z2



  2 / c2

( 2.2 )

where    xx   yy and k x , k y , k z are the x,y,z components of the wave-vector, k,  is the angular
frequency of the electromagnetic field, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. For an isotropic
material wherein    zz   equation 2.2 describes a spherical iso-frequency contour for a given

 (FIGURE 1a). The shape of the iso-frequency contour is determined by the sign and magnitude
of the permittivity components. For an anisotropic material with  zz    0 the iso-frequency
contour is shaped like an ellipsoid elongated along the z-axis (FIGURE 1b). If the anisotropy is
such that  zz and  have opposite signs the iso-frequency contour assumes the shape of one of two
types of hyperbolas. Type-I has   0 and  zz  0 which results in a dual-faced hyperboloid
(FIGURE 1c). For Type-II   0 and  zz  0 creates a continuous surface hyperboloid (FIGURE
1d) which has a cutoff for the lowest k x (or k y ) value supported by the structure. A closed iso2

frequency contour (in resemblance the Fermi surface of metals) supports a limited number of
photonic states while an open contour corresponds to an infinite density of states.

FIGURE 1. Iso-frequency contours of (a) isotopic material (b) anisotropic material along
z axis (c) type-I hyperbolic metamaterial;   0 ,  zz  0 . (d) type-II hyperbolic
metamaterial;   0 . k min shown along the x-axis is the minimum allowed value of the
wave-vector in the type-II material.
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2.2: HYPERBOLIC DISPERSION IN METAL/DIELECTRIC COMPOSITES
From eq. 2.2 it is easy to see that in order for hyperbolic dispersion to occur in a material

 and  z must have opposite signs for a given frequency. Materials with hyperbolic dispersion
can be artificially engineered with the appropriate building blocks. In optical frequencies
hyperbolic materials would have a behavior which is “metal-like” for one direction (since metals
have negative permittivity) and “dielectric-like” in the orthogonal direction (positive permittivity)
therefore it stand to reason that an artificial material composed of metal-dielectric building blocks
(unit cells) should be hyperbolic. One configuration (that we utilize in this work) in which both
Type-I and Type-II hyperbolas can be achieved is in multi-layered superstrates with a unit-cell
composed of a metal- and a dielectric-layer both of deeply sub-wavelengths thickness (depicted in
FIGURE 2a). In way of an intuitive explanation, the electrons in the metal are free to move in the
x and y directions and are restricted in the z direction which yields a “metal-like” reaction on one
plane and a “dielectric-like” reaction in the orthogonal direction. An effective medium
approximation can be used to extract the dispersion of the metamaterials where the unt cell size is
far smaller than the wavelength of light in the medium. This approximation breaks down when the
wavevector of light in the material becomes comparable to the lattice-vector.
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2.2.1: EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY
A metal-dielectric stack such as the one depicted in FIGURE 2a can be validly
approximated by a homogenous anisotropic medium when the unit cell thickness is smaller than
λ/10 and if it consists of at least 4 periods [28]. In such case the parallel (x-y plane) and
perpendicular (z plane) permittivity components of the medium with respect to the layers are given
by

   m  (1  ) d ,

 

 m d

 d  (1   ) m

( 2.3 )

,

( 2.4 )

Where  is the effective permittivity component in the x-(or y) direction (parallel to the layers),

  is the permittivity component in the z-direction (perpendicular to the layers),  m and  d are the
complex permittivity components of the metal and dielectric, respectively, and  is the fill fraction
of the metal, given by   tm / (tm  td ) . tm and td are the thickness of the metallic and dielectric
layers, respectively. In FIGURE 2b the permittivity components are plotted for a metamaterial
composed of silver (Ag) and aluminum-oxide (Al2O3) with a fill fraction, ρ = 0.36. Four zones are
seen in the figure which corresponds to different types of iso-frequency contours shown as insets.
Zone I corresponds to a type-I hyperbolic contour; Zone II corresponds to elliptical dispersion;
Zone III corresponds to a dispersion region where  is near null (known as epsilon-near-zero,
ENZ), Zone IV corresponds to a type-II hyperbolic contour. The ENZ region is covered in detail
in chapter 4.
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FIGURE 2. (a) Sketch of metal-dielectric composite. (b) Calculated real and imaginary
permittivity components parallel and perpendicular to the layers for an Ag / Al 2 O3 stack
with fill-factor, ρ = 0.36.
Although the effective medium theory provides a convenient and useful way of modeling the
properties of HMMs it is only a first order approximation which does not take into account the
thickness of the layers composing the superstack or non-local effects [29–31]. In order to develop
an accurate model for describing a multilayer hyperbolic superstack one must first develop a model
for the basic phenomenon which allows hyperbolic dispersion and that is coupling between
surface-plasmon-polaritons supported by the thin metallic layers in the superstack [30]. This
phenomenon is described in details in the next section.
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2.3: SURFACE PLASMON POLARITONS
At the microscopic level, each metal dielectric interface gives rise to a surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) mode and it is the coupling between these modes that gives rise to the large
wavevector states seen in hyperbolic media [32]. Surface plasmons are collective oscillations in
the electron density at the surface of a metal. The surface charge oscillations are naturally coupled
to electromagnetic waves, which explains their designation as polaritons. In this section, a plane
interface between two media is considered.

2.3.1: SPP DISPERSION DERIVATION
The permittivity of the dielectric medium ε1(ω) is assumed to be real whereas the metallic medium
is characterized by a complex frequency-dependent permittivity ε2(ω). The plane of interface is
taken as the plane z = 0 in Fig. 2.4. We are looking for homogeneous solutions of Maxwell’s
equations that are localized at a plane interface between the dielectric and the metal

    E(r,  ) 

2
c2

 (r,  )E(r,  )  0

( 2.5 )

where ε(r, ω) = ε1(ω) if z > 0 and ε(r, ω) = ε2(ω) if z < 0. Localization at the interface is
characterized by electromagnetic fields that exponentially decay into both half-spaces. It is
sufficient to consider only p-polarized waves in both half-spaces because no solutions exist for the
case of s-polarization [33]. p-polarized plane waves in half-spaces j = 1 and j = 2 can be written as
 E j,x 


 ik z
E j   0  eikx x e j ,z eit ,
E 
 j,z 
7

j  1, 2.

( 2.6 )

In the following derivations the harmonic exponent eit will be omitted to simplify the notations.
Since there are no free charges in both half-spaces   D  0 which allows us to correlate between
the x and z components of the fields.
E1, x k x  E1, z k1, z  0,

( 2.7 )

E2, x k x  E2, z k2, z  0,

Requiring continuity of the parallel component of E and the perpendicular component of D leads
to another set of equations
E1, x  E2, x ,

( 2.8)

1 E1, z   2 E2, z ,
Combining sets 2.7 and 2.8 leads to the relation

k
1
  1, z
2
k2, z

( 2.9 )

And the relation for the wavevector components is

n 2j k 2   j k 2  k x2  k 2j ,z ,

j  1, 2.

( 2.10 )

where k   / c . Squaring eq. 2.9 and combining with 2.10 leads to a solution for kx

kx 

1 2
1   2


c

( 2.11 )

This is the wave vector of the SPP in the direction of propagation for which the effective index is
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neff 

1 2
1   2

( 2.12 )

k1,z and k2,z can also be expressed in terms of the permittivity

k j,z 


c

j
1   2

,

j  1, 2.

( 2.13 )

To accommodate losses associated with electron scattering we have to consider the imaginary part
of the metal’s permittivity.

 2   2'  i 2''

( 2.14 )

Where  2' and  2'' are both real. Substituting eq. 2.14 into to 2.11 and 2.13 gives k x , k1z , k2 z in terms
of their real and imaginary components. The skin depth of the electric field is 1/ k '' or 1/ 2 k '' for
the intensity. As an example, using 1  1 .45 and  2  18.2  0.5i , which are the permittivity
components for glass and silver at 633nm excitation wavelength, respectively, the propagation
length of the SPP is ~34μm, and the decay lengths into the upper half plane and lower half plane
are ~284nm and ~23nm, respectively. Naturally the decay into metal is much shorter than into
glass. And so we see that a SPP is an evanescent wave composed of electron oscillations which
propagates at the interface between a metal and a dielectric as depicted in FIGURE 3.
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FIGURE 3. Schematic representation of a surface plasmon polariton propagating along a
metal – dielectric interface. The exponential dependence of the electromagnetic field
intensity on the distance away from the interface is shown on the right.(adapted with
permission from Wikipedia.org)

2.3.2: COUPLED PLASMON-POLARITONS IN MULTI-LAYERED COMPOSITES
We saw that SPPs have decaying tails into the metal and dielectric media. In multilayer
systems consisting of alternate metal and dielectric layers, each interface can support a bound SPP
mode. If the separation between adjacent interfaces is comparable to or smaller than the decay
length of the interface mode, interactions between SPPs give rise to coupled modes. These modes
can be calculated through transfer matrix method [34]. In FIGURE 4 the plasmonic bandstructure
of hyperbolic metamaterial composed of seven periods of alternating Ag and Al2O3, schematically
shown on bottom right of figure. The structure supports to SPPs at the bottom and top (seen as the
first two bright bands with normalized momentum kx/k0 < 2) and 6 coupled bulk modes with high
momentum. These are known as high-k modes and are responsible for the hyperbolic dispersion
in these multilayered composites [6–10].
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FIGURE 4. Plasmonic bandstructure of a hyperbolic metamaterial composed of seven
periods of Ag/Al 2 O 3 (Ag thickness 12 nm, Al 2 O 3 thickness 18nm). The coupled bulk
plasmon modes are visible as bright bands with normalized momentum k x /k 0 > 2.
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2.2.4: TRANSFER MATRIX
Transfer matrix method is used to determine the reflection and transmission properties of
structures composed of multiple layers [35,36]. Consider a plane wave incident on a layered
structure composed of m layers, sandwiched between semi-infinite input and output mediums as
shown in FIGURE 5.

FIGURE 5. Anisotropic material with uniaxial isotropy with different dielectric constants
in the xy-plane and z-direction.
Each layer j (j = 1, 2....m) has a thickness dj and its optical properties are described by its complex
index of refraction n j  n j  ik j , which is a function of wavelength of the incident light. At any
point in the system, the optical electric field is a sum of two components - one propagating in the
positive x direction and the other, along the negative x direction, which at a position x in layer j
are denoted by E j ( x) and E j ( x) , respectively. When an electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates
from layer j to layer k, the refraction at the interface is described by an interface matrix

12

I jk 

1

 rjk

1
t jk

rjk 
,
1

( 2.15 )

where rjk and tjk are the complex Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients at the interface
jk [37]. For light with electric field vector in the plane of incidence (TM or p-polarized), the Fresnel
coefficients take the following form

rjk 

nk2 q j  n 2j qk
n qj  n q

t jk 

2
k

2
j k

2n j nk q j
n q j  n 2j qk
2
k

( 2.16 )
,

( 2.17 )

For TE polarized or s-polarized light (light with electric field vector perpendicular to the plane of
incidence), the Fresnel coefficients are given by

rjk 

t jk 

q j  qk
q j  qk

2q j
q j  qk

,

( 2.18 )

( 2.19 )

where q j  n j cos  j ,  j is the angle of incidence, and  j is the angle of refraction in layer j. In
addition to the refraction at an interface, the EM wave also acquires a phase as it propagates
through the layer j, given by the phase matrix
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0
 exp (i j d j )

Lj  
,
0
exp (i j d j ) 


where  j 

2



( 2.20 )

qj .

Define a transfer matrix S, which relates the electric field at the input medium to the field at the
output medium by the equation
 E0 
 Em 1 

S
 
  
 E0 
 Em1 

( 2.21 )

Using the interface and the phase matrices given by equations (2.15) and (2.20), an expression for
S can be written as
S
S   11
 S21

S12   m

    I ( v 1) v Lv   I m ( m1)
S22   v 1


( 2.22 )

When an electric field is incident from the input medium in the positive x direction, there is no
wave propagating inside the output medium in the negative x direction, therefore, Em 1  0 . For
the total system transfer matrix of equation (2.22) the complex reflection and transmission
coefficients of the entire system can be expressed as

r

E0 S21

,
E0 S11

t

Em 1
1


E0
S11

( 2.23 )

( 2.24 )

To obtain the electric field within layer j, write the total multilayer transfer matrix
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S  S j L j S j

( 2.25 )

 j 1

S j    I ( v 1) v Lv   I ( j 1) j ,
 v 1


( 2.67)

 m

S j    I ( v 1) v Lv   I m(m 1)
 v  j 1


( 2.27)

with

and

The electric field propagating in the positive direction in layer j is related to the normalized incident
wave by


j

0

E
E

1
S j11

 t j 
1

S j12 S j 21
S j11S j11

( 2.28)

exp (i 2 j d j )

The total electric field at an arbitrary position inside layer j can be written in terms of the incident
electric field as

E j ( x)  E j ( x)  E j (x)  t j exp(i  j x)  t j exp( i  j x)  E0
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( 2.29 )

2.3: LOCAL PHOTONIC DENSITY OF STATES FOR DIPOLE EMITTERS
In an ideal structure approximated by EMT, hyperbolic dispersion corresponds to infinite
local photonic density of states (LPDOS). However, in a realistic structure that includes finite
layers and losses, the LPDOS and corresponding spontaneous emission rate is finite due to the
discrete, finite number of plasmonic modes of the multilayer. We use a dyadic Green’s function
approachto calculate the wavelength resolved LPDOS as a function of the normalized wave-vector
parallel to the layers (𝑘𝑥 /𝑘0 ) for our HMMs [28,38,39].
In the Green’s function approach, the weak coupling of the quantum emitter with the plasmonpolaritonic modes of the multilayer structure allows the emitter to be treated as a radiating point
dipole whose radiation rate is enhanced through interaction with the electric field of the plasmonic
modes. In our experiments, quantum emitters such as CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) or 2D
transition-metal-dichalcogenides are embedded within one of the dielectric layers in the HMM or
placed on top of the HMM. The dielectric material we use in our structures have very low dielectric
loss ( Im( )

1 ).

Therefore, in our calculations, our radiating point dipoles are embedded in a non-

absorbing dielectric layer. This assumption helps circumvent the well-known problem of the
divergence of the longitudinal part of Green’s tensor for dipoles embedded within lossy, absorbing
media [39].
Our experimental system contains randomly oriented dipoles so we must take into account the
contributions of dipole orientations parallel (∥) and perpendicular (⊥) to the layers. Following the
work of Ford & Weber [39], we can write the LPDOS for both orientations as follows:
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, k  k x2  k y2 is the wave-vector parallel to the layers (x-y plane), k0 is the

wave-vector in free-space,  d is the permittivity of the layer in which the dipoles are embedded, rs
and rp are the reflection coefficients for TE and TM polarized light calculated by transfer matrix
method. In the ensemble approximation we can write the total LPDOS as
1
2
 ( , k )      ,
3
3

( 2.32)

and the decay rate enhancement as






 (1   )   Re    ( , k ) dk  ,
0
0


( 2.33)

where  is the quantum yield of the emitter,  is the radiative decay rate in the medium, and 0 is
the radiative decay rate of the dipole in vacuum. FIGURE 6a,b show the calculated LPDOS for
the dipoles in two HMMs, one is composed of four periods (4P) of Al 2O3 and Ag, and the other of
seven periods (7P). The high-k modes are distinguished bright bands with normalized wavevectors kx / k0  2 . These modes provide a radiative decay channel for the dipoles. Note that the
even though the number of modes increases with the number of periods there is still a similar cutoff
for the highest wavevector allowed around kx / k0  0 . FIGURE 6c,d show the calculated radiative
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decay rate enhancement for a perpendicular dipole (  ) and parallel dipole (  ) as a function of
wavelength for the two structures.

FIGURE 6. Top Panel: Local Photonic Density of States as a function of wavelength and
wave-vector parallel to the layers. Middle Panel: Radiative decay enhancement as a
function of wavelength calculated for vertical (Ver) and horizontal (Hor) dipoles. Bottom
Panel: Electric Far-field pattern emitted by a vertical and horizontal dipole (marked by
arrows). 4P structure in (a) (c) (e); 7P structure in (b) (d) (f).
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The total enhancement,  , is composed of the weighted contribution of each dipole orientation in
the ensemble approximation and represents the decay rate enhancement for a dipole ensemble in
or on top a HMM. However, when it comes to experimentally measuring the decay rate
enhancement we must take into account how much light reaches the far field from each dipole
orientation since the measured lifetime is a mixture of the lifetimes of the two dipole types [21].
Therefore we define the far-field Purcell factor as
F  A    B  

A

I
,
I   2I

B

( 2.34 )
2I

( 2.35)

I   2I

A and B are the weight functions for the two dipole types. I and I  are the intensities of
propagating waves incident on the imaging lens of the horizontal and parallel dipoles respectively.
In FIGURE 6e,f we graph the far field radiation pattern emitted by the two dipole orientations as
calculated by FEM simulations and from which we calculate the incident intensity factors I and
I  . The angle resolved far-field is truncated at 600 as this is the largest angle that can be resolved

by the 0.85NA air objective used in the experiments. By integrating F over the photoluminescence
(PL) spectrum of our QDs the total far-field Purcell factor for a 4P structure is calculated to be
F4 P  4.82 and for the 7P structure F7 P  9.38 . In chapter 5 this calculation is shown to match

experimentally obtained values. Bear in mind that these are simulations for HMM structure
without any patterning and the amount of radiation reaching the far-field is still close to null. The
factors calculated only show the total decay rate change measured in the far-field and not the
amount of light reaching the detector.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODS
In this chapter the goals and principal methods and tools of research are described.
Our main research goal is design of fabrication of photonic media capable of broadband control of
both the rate and direction of radiation from a variety of quantum emitters. As described in the
abstract and in the following chapters HMMs are capable of broadband enhancement of quantum
emitters by at least two orders of magnitude [40,41]. However, at the same time, most of the
radiation is emitted into the metamaterial and eventually decays away due to ohmic loss. In the
following chapters we introduce the problem of radiation trapping and our approach to solving it.
Chapter 4: Preferential radiation into a HMM is demonstrated experimentally and through
simulations, illustrating the trapping problem.
Chapter 5: An out-coupling solution for trapped radiation is experimentally demonstrated by a
high-contrast bulls-eye grating for quantum dots embedded in a HMM.
Chapter 6: A new class of photonic media, dubbed as a photonic hypercrystal, is introduced,
which is capable of >100nm bandwidth out-coupling with unprecedented efficiency.
Chapter 7: A photonic hypercrystal is employed to show radiation enhancement from archetype
two-dimensional semiconductors WS2 and MoS2 over the entire spectral range.

The methods described in the following sections have been used for most of the experiments
described in this work, other systems and tools are described in the appropriate chapters when
necessary.
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3.1: SIMULATIONS
While the analytical Green function approach described in chapter subsection 2.3 is
appropriate for uniform lamellar superstacks it is very difficult to be extended to more complicated
structures in 2.5 or 3 dimensions. For that purpose of designing more complex geometries we use
finite-difference-finite-domain (FDTD) and finite-element-method (FEM) simulations which,
when possible, exploit symmetry to reduce computation time.

3.1.1: SIMULATION OF QUANTUM EMITTER AS ELECTRIC DIPOLE
3D simulations include an electric dipole oriented parallel or perpendicular to the metal-dielectric
layers of the HMM/PHC. The emission spectrum of the dipole is set to match the emission
spectrum of the chosen dipole emitter. The simulations calculate the Purcell factor of the dipole
and the spatial distribution of the electric field, both as a function of wavelength. The simulations
are also used to determine the percentage of far-field observable power emitted by an electric
dipole on or inside any arbitrary substrates (HMM, PHC, etc…). In FIGURE 7 a typical FDTD
simulation setup is shown for a horizontal dipole embedded inside a patterned HMM. The dipole
is indicated as the blue arrow. Two time monitors are visible (yellow Xs), an index monitor and a
two field monitors can also be seen in the perspective view. External boundaries are all set to
perfectly matched layers. The green and blue half-spaces designate is anti-symmetric and
symmetric boundaries respectively the remaining boundaries are set to Perfectly Matched Layers
(PML) which absorbed incident radiation and prevent back-scattering from the boundary into the
simulation region.
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The time monitors are used to verify that the field radiated by the dipole has completely decayed
before the simulation is terminated.

FIGURE 7. Typical FDTD simulation layout for a horizontal dipole embedded inside a
patterned HMM. The dipole is visible as the blue arrow. Two time monitors are visible
(yellow Xs), an index monitor and a two field monitors can also be seen in the perspe ctive
view. External boundaries are all set to perfectly matched layers. The green and blue half spaces designate is anti-symmetric and symmetric boundaries respectively.
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3.2: PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy measurements were performed on an inverted
confocal microscope (Oxford X71) coupled to a diode pumped solid state laser delivering 440nm,
90psec pulses, at 20-80MHz repetition rate (selected by a pulse picker). The sample’s
luminescence was spectrally separated from the laser by a Semrock RazorEdge 532 long pass filter
(LPF) and detected by an MPD Picoquant Avalanche Photodiode (APD) coupled to a PicoHarp
300 time analyzer. See FIGURE 8 for a schematic of the setup. The laser spot size on the sample
is 0.5𝜇𝑚 × 0.5𝜇𝑚 × 2𝜇𝑚 and the pinhole placed before the APD has a diameter of 75µm. We
use a different objectives throughout the measurements. Piezo-controlled stage (PI) allows for a
scan area of up to 80𝜇𝑚 × 80𝜇𝑚. Integrated SymPhoTime 64 software is used to analyze the
images and obtain lifetime distribution curves for the scan area. The setup allows us to
simultaneously measure the photoluminescence intensity and the lifetime in each pixel of the
scanned area. The fluorescence lifetime imaging measurements were carried out at the Center for
Functional Nanomaterials in Brookhaven National Lab.
Spectral measurements are taken on a Princeton Instruments spectrometer equipped with
Pixis1024B EM CCD camera.
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FIGURE 8. Schematic of fluorescence lifetime imaging setup.
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CHAPTER 4: PREFERENTIAL EMISSION INTO EPSILON-NEARZERO AND HYPERBOLIC METAMATERIALS
This chapter is based on work we published in Optical Materials Express [42]:

Preferential emission into epsilon-near-zero metamaterial [Invited]
Tal Galfsky, Zheng Sun, Zubin Jacob, and Vinod M. Menon
Optical Materials Express Vol. 5, Issue 12, pp. 2878-2883 (2015)

In this chapter we experimentally demonstrate the problem of radiation trapping inside epsilonnear-zero and hyperbolic metamaterials due to the enhanced density of states.

© 2016 Optical Society of America. One print or electronic copy may be made for personal use only.
Systematic reproduction and distribution, duplication of any material in this paper for a fee or for commercial
purposes, or modifications of the content of this paper are prohibited.
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4.1: ABSTRACT
We report the use of epsilon near zero (ENZ) metamaterial to control spontaneous emission
from Zinc-Oxide (ZnO) excitons. The ENZ material consists of alternating layers of silver and
alumina with subwavelength thicknesses, resulting in an effective medium where one of the
components of the dielectric constant approach zero between 370nm-440nm wavelength range.
Bulk ZnO with photoluminescence maximum in the ENZ regime was deposited via atomic layer
deposition to obtain a smooth film with near field coupling to the ENZ metamaterial. Preferential
emission from the ZnO layer into the metamaterial with suppression of forward emission by 90%
in comparison to ZnO on silicon is observed. We attribute this observation to the presence of
dispersionless plasmonic modes in the ENZ regime as shown by the results of theoretical modeling
presented here. Integration of ENZ metamaterials with light emitters is an attractive platform for
realizing a low threshold subwavelength laser.
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4.2: INTRODUCTION
Epsilon near zero (ENZ) metamaterials (MMs) are designed to have one or more
components of the dielectric permittivity tensor approach zero for a desired wavelength region. So
far ENZ materials have been demonstrated in the micro-wave [43], mid-IR [10,44], and optical
regimes [45,46] with applications including super-coupling [47], subwavelength funneling [48],
thermophotovoltaic devices [49], and control of spontaneous emission [44].
ENZ metamaterials in the near-UV to near-IR ranges were realized using metal-dielectric
composites in nano-rod form [50], nano-spheroids [51], and lamellar multilayers [45,46]. In these
structures the zero of the dielectric permittivity can be tuned to a desired range by controlling the
fill-fraction of the metal in the structure [28]. One very attractive aspect of this type of MMs is
that in the ENZ region light-matter interaction is maximized [20,52,53]. In this work we have
designed a lamellar MM to have an ENZ response for the emission peak of Zinc Oxide (ZnO) and
measured the photoluminescence intensity of ZnO grown on top of the structure. We observed an
intensity reduction by a factor of ten, in comparison to a reference sample of ZnO grown on silicon
(Si) substrate, due to preferential emission into the ENZ MM. This preferential emission is
attributed to slow modes governing the photonic density of states (PDOS) in the near zero regime.
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4.3: DESIGN OF EPSILON-NEAR-ZERO METAMATERIAL
We have chosen Ag and Al2O3 as the building blocks for the HMM. When fabricating a
HMM the optical quality of the Ag layers is highly important in order to obtain bulk plasmonpolariton modes and avoid local scattering. A silver layer with thickness of less than 20nm tends
to form percolated films when deposited on dielectric materials (See FIGURE 9 below).

FIGURE 9. TEM image of a 9 nm thick silver film. It is grown on a 22 nm thick TiO 2
layer and has a 10 nm thick TiO 2 layer on top. Reprinted with permission from [54].
It has been shown that a seed layer of Ge acts as an efficient wetting layer for Ag and results in an
optically smooth surface with very low roughness [55,56]. We used a Ge seed layer (<2nm) which
allows fabrication of ultra-smooth thin silver films without significantly altering the overall optical
properties of the HMM. FIGURE 10a shows an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) image of the
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top surface of the unit cell in our structure: 10nm Ag layer deposited on top of the Ge seed layer
on 15nm of Al2O3 with a glass substrate. The top layer Ag film is found to have surface roughness
factor 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 0.1𝑛𝑚 with maximum peak to valley roughness of 0.5nm. For a single Al2O3 layer
of similar thickness a surface roughness factor of 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 0.3𝑛𝑚 was measured with maximum
peak to valley roughness of <2nm. These values were corroborated by Transmission Electron
Microscope (TEM) images. FIGURE 10b shows a cross-sectional TEM image of the HMM
structure showing an Al2O3 layer sandwiched between two metallic layers. The individual layers
are well defined with minimal variation over distance scales up to 10µm in the direction parallel
to the layers. All layers were deposited by electron-beam evaporation in vacuum pressure < 1 ∙
10−5 Torr and at a deposition rate of 0.3Å/𝑠𝑒𝑐.

FIGURE 10. (a) AFM image of the top surface of a unit cell consisting of Ag/Ge/Al 2 O 3
(top to bottom) on a glass substrate. (b) TEM image of an Al 2 O3 layer sandwiched
between two Ag layers. The Ge wetting layer is indistinguishable in the TEM image.
The entire fabricated ENZ metamaterial is a superlattice composed of four periods (4P) of
Al2O3/Ge/Ag. Fig. 1(a) shows a transmission electron microscope (TEM) micrograph of a crosssectional of the 4P structure displaying the dielectric (D) Al 2O3 layers and the metallic (M) Ag
layers (The Ge layer is at the interface between the top part of each Al 2O3 layer and the next Ag
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layer). The thicknesses as determined from the TEM micrograph are from bottom to top;
D1=13nm, M1=16nm, D2=23nm, M2=7.6nm, D3=17.8nm, M3=7.6nm, D4=15nm, M4=7.3nm,
D5(spacer)=6.5nm. Terminating the MM with a spacer layer is crucial to avoid quenching into a
lossy surface plasmon polariton mode [57]. The fill fraction of metal in the structure is 0.36 (not
including the spacer layer). We used Effective medium theory (EMT) [58,59] to calculate the
permittivity components of the bulk as graphed in Fig. 1(b). The effective medium calculation uses
optical constants of thin film Ag and Al2O3 that were measured by ellipsometry on samples
prepared by electro-beam deposition (Appendix 3 for the measured optical constants of Ag and
Al2O3 respectively). In Fig. 1(b) we identify four regions based on the relationship between the
real parts of the permittivity in the in-plane direction (  ) and the direction perpendicular to the
layers (   ). In region I where   0 ,    0 the MM has a type I hyperbolic dispersion (the isofrequency contour forms a discontinuous hyperboloid, see [28]). In region II where both
  0 ,    0 the MM has elliptical dispersion and behaves like a lossy anisotropic dielectric

material. Region III is the ENZ regime where  ~ 0 , this region overlaps with the emission peak
of ZnO at 380nm (marked by vertical dashed line in the figure). In region IV   0 ,    0 and the
MM has a type II hyperbolic dispersion (continuous hyperboloid, see [28]).
In this work we concentrate on the ENZ regime where light-matter interaction is
maximized [53]. We note that on the graph there are also ENZ transitions for   that occur at
325nm and 345nm, however these transitions are sharp so they do not provide a broadband effect
and they suffer from more loss than the transition at 400nm for  . In addition to the effective
medium approximation we also employ an exact calculation of the bandstructure of the MM using
a dyadic Green function approach [39,52]. The calculation takes into account each layer’s
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thickness as obtained from TEM imaging. The corresponding bandstructure is included in section
4.6 of this chapter.

FIGURE 11. (a) Cross section of 4P structure imaged by transmission electron
microscope (TEM). Ag shows as dark stripes, Al2O3 as bright, bottom most layer is Si
substrate, topmost layer is a protective Pt layer which is deposited as a part of the cross sectioning process. (b) Effective permittivity components of the metamaterial. Calculated
using optical constants on thin layer Ag and Al2O3 obtained from ellipsometry ( see
Appendix 3). Region I: Type I hyperbolic dispersion, Region II: Elliptical dispersion,
Region III: ENZ regime, Region IV: Type II hyperbolic dispersion. Dashed line marks
the emission peak of ZnO.
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4.4: SYNTHESIS OF ZNO LAYERS WITH CLEAN EMISSION SPECTRUM
ZnO was grown by atomic-layer deposition (ALD) on top of the MM. Diethyl zinc (DEZn)
and deionized water (H2O) were used as the source of Zn and O2, respectively with 0.1s long
precursor pulses and the temperature was kept to 85°C. ZnO was deposited on top of the substrate
by running a 150 cycles which corresponds to a 15nm layer. Finally, plasma cleaning was executed
for 15 minutes to remove oxygen vacancies. The optical quality of the film is highly important for
achieving strong, clean emission at room temperatures. To demonstrate this point, Fig. 2(a) shows
the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of ZnO grown on a Si substrate by a different method
(electron-beam evaporation). This PL spectrum is dominated by strong emission from surface
defects and oxygen vacancies and the ZnO exciton peak at 380nm is completely surpassed by the
defects emission. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the sample (Fig. 2(a) inset)
shows many surface defects. In contrast ZnO grown by ALD as described above (shown in Fig.
2(b)) exhibits a strong excitonic peak at 380nm with nearly zero emission from defects and an
optically flat surface (see SEM image in inset). An AFM surface map of the ZnO layer is graphed
in Fig. 2(c) with a maximum peak to valley roughness of 0.3nm, showing that the ALD grown
ZnO is free of surface defects and is indeed optically flat.
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FIGURE 12. (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of electron-beam grown ZnO on Si
substrate; inset: SEM image of the sample surface . (b) PL spectrum ZnO grown by ALD.
Inset: SEM image of sample surface. (c) Atomic Force Micosrocop micrograph of the
ALD grown sample with a maximum peak to valley roughness of 0.3nm.

4.5: ZNO EMISSION ON ENZ METAMATERIAL
PL measurements were carried out on an altered Horiba Spectrofluorometer. The samples
were pumped by a He-Cd 325nm laser and emission was collected by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) after passing through a 355nm long pass filter (see schematic in Fig. 3(b)). For this
measurement 15nm of ZnO were grown on top of Si substrate (reference sample), a control sample
consisting of one period (1P) of Al2O3/Ge/Ag, and the 4P MM. The ZnO layer was grown in a
single process on all the substrates. Fig. 4(a) shows the PL intensity for the three samples measured
under the same excitation conditions. The inset shows a schematic of the different substrates for
ZnO. We measured 90% reduction in the intensity of emission from the 4P MM in comparison to
the 1P reference and control samples. The reason for the fabrication of the 1P reference sample is
that in metallic structures the phenomena of quenching is always a concern, therefore a reference
sample is needed in order to eliminate to possibility of reduced emission due to quenching into a
lossy SPP mode. The amount of quenching into a SPP mode in the 1P and 4P structures is identical
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since both structures support the same surface mode, however, since the 4P MM also supports bulk
modes in addition to the SPP it is expected that radiation would be directed into these modes as
explained in the next section. The dramatic change in emission intensity between 1P and 4P is the
indicator of this effect. It should also be noted that the absorption of the pump was ensured to
remain the same for all samples.

FIGURE 13. (a) PL spectrum of ZnO on 4P, 1P, and bare Si, normalized to the PL
intensity of ZnO on Si. (b) Schematic of experimental setup for measuring the PL signal.
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4.6: PHOTONIC DENSITY OF STATES AND ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
SIMULATIONS
To search for the cause of reduced emission into the far-field from ZnO on top of the 4P
structure we calculated the wavelength resolved local photonic density of states (WLDOS) for the
ZnO exciton using a dyadic Green function approach [39,52]. In Fig. 4(a) we plot the WLDOS as
a function of wavelength and normalized wave-vector, kx/k0. We note that in the ENZ regime the
modes in the MM exhibit nearly flat dispersion. As demonstrated in photonic crystals, flat
dispersion indicates near zero group velocity [60]. Even in a lossy system the density of states is
proportional to the inverse of the group velocity and hence preferential emission into the
metamaterial is expected due to light trapping in slow-light modes [20,61].

FIGURE 14. (a) Wavelength resolved local photonic density of states (WLDOS). The
areas where the slope of bright curves begin to flatten are slow modes in the ENZ regime.
(b) Simulations of electric field (arb. units) emitted by a dipole embedded in a ZnO layer
on top of the 4P metamaterial at three wavelength corresponding to three areas of
dispersion, Top: Elliptical (320nm), Middle: ENZ (380nm), Bottom: Hyperbolic
(500nm). Inset in middle: radiation of ZnO on Si substrate.
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In addition to the WLDOS calculation, we modeled the exciton emission of ZnO using
Finite Element Method with commercial software COMSOL™. In the simulation, an exciton is
modeled as a perfect electric dipole placed in the middle of a dielectric layer set with the optical
constants of ZnO. The layers’ thickness and optical constants of the individual layers are taken
from the TEM micrograph and from elliposmetry measurements. Fig. 4(b) graphs the electric field
emitted in the vicinity of the 4P metamaterial for three different wavelengths, corresponding to
three regimes of dispersion: Top – Elliptical (at 320nm), Middle – ENZ (at 380nm), Bottom –
hyperbolic (at 500nm). Note that in the two latter cases radiation is enhanced and directed into the
metamaterial. For comparison, the inset in middle panel maps the radiation pattern of ZnO on a Si
substrate where it is largely reflected to the far-field.

4.7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
ZnO has large exciton binding energy (~60meV) with bright UV-Blue emission at room
temperature and can be grown in a variety of structures including nanorods and nanoparticles.
Nanorods can also be used for realizing an ENZ MM in a similar way to what we have shown. In
such a structure, with ZnO embedded as an active component, the enhanced PDOS and the slow
modes could possibly be combined to achieve population inversion at lower thresholds. The high
anisotropy of the effective permittivity of the MM allows good confinement in one direction and
allows directional coupling to a waveguide in the orthogonal direction thus making an ideal onchip light source. Another very important aspect to consider in these devices is the subject of ohmic
loss. As with every plasmonic structure even though the field enhancement factor is large there
will be unavoidable ohmic losses as the wave propagates through the material, therefore, the ability
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to extract the light into a lossless medium is crucial for practical devices. Out-coupling from the
ENZ MM can be achieved through nano-patterning or phase matching schemes [21,44,62].
In summary, preferential emission in an ENZ regime has been shown for ZnO on top metaldielectric superlattice. Preferential emission in ENZ materials can be used for in/out couplers for
ultra-subwavelength waveguides and emission into slow modes shows great promise for
improving the gain properties of nanoscale plasmonic lasers.
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CHAPTER 5: OUT-COUPLING OF HIGH-K MODES BY HIGHCONTRAST SUB-WAVELENGTH GRATINGS

This chapter is based on work we published in Optica [24]:

Active hyperbolic metamaterials: enhanced spontaneous emission and light
extraction
T. Galfsky, H. N. S. Krishnamoorthy, W. Newman, E. E. Narimanov, Z. Jacob, and V. M.
Menon
Optica Vol. 2, Issue 1, pp. 62-65 (2015)

In this chapter we experimentally demonstrate an out-coupling solution to the radiation trapping
problem based on a high-index-contrast bulls-eye grating.

© 2015 Optical Society of America. One print or electronic copy may be made for personal use only.
Systematic reproduction and distribution, duplication of any material in this paper for a fee or for commercial
purposes, or modifications of the content of this paper are prohibited.
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4.1 ABSTRACT
Hyperbolic Metamaterials (HMMs) have recently garnered much attention because they
possess the ability for broadband manipulation of the photon density of states and sub-wavelength
light confinement. These exceptional properties arise due to the excitation of electromagnetic
states with high momentum (high-k modes). However, a major hindrance to practical applications
of HMMs is the difficulty in coupling light out of these modes because they become evanescent at
the surface of the metamaterial. Here we report the first demonstration of simultaneous
spontaneous emission enhancement and out-coupling of high-k modes in an active HMM using a
high-index contrast bulls-eye grating. Quantum dots embedded inside the metamaterial are used
for local excitation of high-k modes. This demonstration could pave the way for developing
photonic devices such as single photon sources, ultrafast LEDs, and true nano-scale lasers.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION
Control of spontaneous emission is of both fundamental and technological importance.
Conventional approaches to enhance spontaneous emission by modifying the dielectric
environment relies on resonant phenomena such as cavity resonance where the spontaneous
emission (SE) rate is enhanced over a narrow spectral range.

Introducing an out-coupling

mechanism then reduces the quality factor of the cavity and thereby the enhancement in SE rate.
For applications requiring narrow wavelength response, photonic crystal cavities have been used
to enhance emission by optimizing the structural parameters for directional emission and
maximizing the Q-factor for a given cavity mode [63,64]. An alternate approach that has recently
attracted much attention is the use of hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) where the Purcell
enhancement stems from high-momentum states called high-k modes which exist in a broad
spectral range and are a non-resonant phenomenon [32,65].
HMMs are artificially engineered sub-structured materials named so for possessing
hyperbolic dispersion [66]. HMMs in optical frequencies can be realized by metal-dielectric stacks
supporting coupled surface-plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) [66]. Quantum emitters placed inside or on
top of these structures have been shown to experience radiative decay rate enhancement with the
former having greater effect due to better coupling to high-k modes [6–10]. Patterning of HMM
have been shown to strongly enhance radiative decay rate for quantum emitters [21,23] however
to the best of our knowledge simultaneous enhancement of radiative decay and light extraction
had not been shown to date. Following the proposal of employing a bulls-eye grating as an outcoupling mechanism to extract light from HMMs [57], in this work we showed for the first time
experimental verification of simultaneous enhancement of spontaneous emission and out-coupling
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of high-k modes generated locally by dipole emitters embedded inside a HMM by employing a
high index-contrast bulls-eye grating.
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4.3: HMM FABRICATION & CHARACTERIZATION
The HMM (shown schematically in Fig. 1a) consists of seven periods (7P) of alternating
layers of Al2O3 at ~20nm and Ag at ~12nm with ultra-thin Germanium (Ge) (~1-2nm thick) seed
in between and a spin-coated layer of QDs embedded in the middle of the 5 th Al2O3 layer. The
layers were deposited on pre-cleaned glass cover slips by e-beam evaporation using a Lekser PVD
75 Thin Film System while keeping the pressure < 1 ∙ 10−5 Torr. After growing four periods of
Al2O3/Ge/Ag terminating with a 6nm thick Al2O3 spacer. CdSe/ZnS core/shell quantum dots in
Toluene purchased from NN Labs were diluted to a concentration of 25% by volume and spincoated on top of the structure forming a layer of thickness

25  5nm then covered by another 6nm

of Al2O3 and the remaining three periods, again terminating with a thin (~3nm) Al 2O3 capping
layer. We determined the exact thickness of the dielectric and metallic layers from cross-sectional
imaging with a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Fig. 1b) and the permittivity constants
of the thin layers of Ag/Ge and Al2O3 were determined from spectroscopic ellipsometery
measurements. Knowing the layers permittivity and the exact fill fraction of metal in the
structure, we calculated the components of the effective anisotropic permittivity using
effective medium theory (see chapter subsection 2.2.1). Above a wavelength of ~440nm the
permittivity components parallel (∥) and perpendicular (⊥) to the interface have opposite
signs which lends a hyperboloid shape to the iso-frequency contour (IFC) according to the
dispersion relation equation
k x2  k y2





k z2
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The hyperbolic shape of the IFC is schematically shown in the overlay of Fig. 1c along with the
spherical IFC of air, depicting the issue of mode mismatch between free space and HMM. The
spectrum of the QDs used in the experiment is also shown in Fig. 1c as a dashed line.
To test the effect of high-k modes on the spontaneous decay rate of the QDs, a fluorescence
lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) setup (see chapter subsection 3.2) was employed to obtain
the lifetime distribution in an area size of 20 m  20 m . Fig. 1d shows the lifetime distribution of
7P and 4P in comparison to a control sample consisting of a single period (1P), and a reference
sample of QDs on a glass substrate. We observe that the measured lifetime become shorter as the
number of periods is increased, indicating the presence of high-k modes. The measured reduction
in average lifetimes is comparable to previous reports [17,68], with the 7P structure showing decay
rate enhancement β ≡ tref / t7P relative to glass. Where tref and t7P are the average lifetimes of the
QDs on glass and inside the 7P structure respectively. These values of the average lifetime are
extracted by fitting the distribution with an asymmetric peak function. In addition to the
experimental measurement, the expected decay rate enhancement was analytically calculated using
the measured properties of the 4P and 7P multilayer structures, and shows a good match to the
experimentally obtained values (see chapter subsection 2.3). It is appropriate to note that in
plasmonic materials a part of the lifetime shortening could be attributed to non-radiative metal
quenching. The quenching effect for this type of HMM has been rigorously investigated in
previous work [57] and the location of the emitters in the active HMM has been selected to
minimize the effect of quenching. Thus the major contribution to the total decay rate enhancement
comes from the radiative component.
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FIGURE 15. (a) Schematic of the HMM composed of Ag/Al 2 O 3 (b) Cross-sectional
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) image showing smooth continuous films of Ag
(dark) and Al 2 O3 (bright). (c) Permittivity of the structure as calculated from Effective
Medium Theory based on experimentally determined dielectric constants and metal fill
fraction. Dotted line corresponds to the emission spectrum of the QDs. Inset: The
hyperbolic IFC of an ideal HMM overlaid on the spherical IFC of air. (d) Lifetime
distribution of QDs on glass, one period (1P) control sample, four period (4P) HMM, and
inside a seven period (7P) non-patterned HMM.
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4.4: HIGH CONTRAST GRATIN G DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The grating geometry is designed and optimized through numerical simulations before an
array of gratings is fabricated on top of the HMM for the experiments in the following sections.

4.4.1: GRATING SIMULATIONS AND OPTIMIZATION
To simulate the electric field inside the fabricated structure we used commercial finiteelement-method (FEM) software COMSOL™. Fig. 2a maps the electric field generated by a dipole
inside the 7P HMM, showing an X-shape radiation pattern known as a resonance cone [38,57]
which is a unique property of hyperbolic media. Hyperbolic dispersion in the material also changes
the direction of the Poynting vector, which is orthogonally oriented to the IFC, and is thus
contained within the resonance cone. Therefore, the energy flow due to high-k modes is inherently
directed towards the surface of the HMM [57]. However, the electric field becomes evanescent
upon reaching the air interface, resulting in very minute emission in the far-field. Most of the
dipole emission is internally reflected at the top and bottom interfaces as can be seen in FIGURE
16. To translate the evanescent field into propagating waves an appropriated grating structure must
be designed. FEM numerical simulations to determine the out-coupling efficiency were performed
using COMSOL Multiphysics™ software. In the simulations, a double-parameter sweep of the
grating half-period and height are performed to determine the maximum power in the upwards ( ẑ
direction) within an emission half-angle of 450. The grating optimization simulations are done for
a dipole located directly under the grating, emitting at the center wavelength of our QDs,
em  635nm .
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FIGURE 16. FEM simulation of the electric field generated by a vertical dipole placed
inside the 7P HMM. Black arrow represents the vertical dipole. The amount of radiation
escaping the structure into the far-field is near null.
We take into account the isotropic distribution of dipole moments of the QDs by solving for both
perpendicular (⟘) and horizontal (‖) dipole orientations with respect to the layers and averaging
the out-coupled power according to the ensemble approximation
Pens  ( P  2 P ) / 3,

( 4.2)

We examined the out-coupling efficiency of several available materials for the grating such as
PMMA, Al2O3, Ag, and Ge. Fig. S3 shows a comparison the out-coupling parameter space for an
Al2O3 grating (FIGURE 17a) and a Ge grating (FIGURE 17b). The maximum out-coupled power
from the Ge grating at height of 60nm and half-period 125nm is more than double the maximum
out-coupled power from the Al2O3 grating at height of 120nm and half-period 200nm. Due to its
large real part of the refraction index (~4) Ge acts as a high contrast grating (HCG) assisting in
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translating the high-k modes into propagating waves in the far-field. The bulls-eye shape of the
grating provides radial symmetry to the out-coupled beam [69].

FIGURE 17. Out-coupled power in the z direction with a 450 half -angle. (a) Al 2 O 3
grating. (b) Ge grating. The Ge grating provides more than double of the maximum
efficiency of the Al 2 O 3 grating.
FIGURE 18 plots the full wavelength response for the maximum output parameters of a Ge grating,
∆=125nm and 60nm grating height. The out-coupled power reaching the far-field within half-angle
of 450 is normalized by the total power emitted by a dipole in air with a flat frequency spectrum
(the same intensity at every wavelength). It is seen that even with the poor output of horizontally
oriented dipoles it is possible to achieve directional output that exceeds the total power of an
emitter in free space. The output peak has a FWHM of 50nm which is suitable for out-coupling of
emitters such as QDs with a similar FWHM spectral width of ~40nm. For emitters with a broader
spectrum, such as nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond, a chirped grating design can be applied.
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FIGURE 18. Grating wavelength response. Ver, Hor, and Ens denote the response for a
vertical dipole, horizontal dipole, and an ensemble average of all dipole orientations.
In the top panel of FIGURE 19a we show the near field emission pattern from a 7P HMM
with an optimally designed bulls-eye grating (∆=125nm, h=60nm). For comparison the bottom
panel shows the emission pattern without a grating out-coupler. In FIGURE 19b the far-field
emission pattern is plotted for a dipole ensemble embedded in a HMM with and without the
grating.
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FIGURE 19. (a) Top: Out-coupling of the evanescent field by an optimized Ge grating
with half-period 125nm and height of 60nm. Bottom: non -patterned HMM shown on the
same scale (b) Far-field emission of dipole ensemble (arb. units) for optimized grating
and non-patterned HMM.

4.4.2: GRATING FABRICATION
To experimentally demonstrate the effect of grating period on out-coupling efficiency,
bulls-eye gratings with half-periods ∆=125, 150, 170, 200, 250, 265 and 300nm were patterned by
electron-beam lithography onto a 100nm thick PMMA A2 resist layer that was spin-coated on top
the HMM and patterned using JEOL JBX6300-FS e-beam lithography system at the Center for
Functional Nanomaterials in Brookhaven National Lab. The pattern was developed in 3:1 MIBK
and Isopropanol for 60 seconds. Ge was deposited on top of the patterned film and the PMMA was
lifted off by sonicating the sample in acetone for 15 minutes leaving behind the inverse grating
defined in Ge. Although the optimal grating design called for 60nm high grating, our fabrication
resulted in a thinner grating of 30±10nm as determined by DekTak 150 stylus surface profiler
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Although non-optimal, this grating height is still within the maximum out-coupling design of the
∆=125nm grating (see FIGURE 17b) since the amount of out-coupled power is relatively
insensitive to the grating height. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the ∆=150nm
grating and an array of gratings with different periodicities are shown in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 20. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of ∆=150nm bulls-eye grating;
Left inset: an array of gratings with different periods.
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4.5: PHOTOLUMINESENCE AND LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
Photoluminescence (PL) and lifetime of the QDs embedded in the patterned HMM were
measured simultaneously using the confocal microscope setup described in chapter subsection 3.2.
FIGURE 21a shows a PL image of the gratings with different periods. Enhanced light emission is
clearly seen in the gratings while the dark background elucidates the evanescent nature of the highk modes which cannot propagate to the far-field without an out-coupling mechanism. The bright
spots in emission seen inside the gratings are due to the presence of clusters of QDs formed during
spin-coating and were not included in the analysis of the PL intensity images.

FIGURE 21. (a) Confocal microscope image of PL emission from the bulls-eye gratings
with half period, Δ=125,150,170,200nm on the 7P HMM. The measurements were carried
out over a scan area of 10𝜇𝑚 × 40𝜇𝑚. Details of the measurement technique can be found
in the SM section 5. (b) Experimentally measured ratio between the intensity at the center
of the grating to that of non-patterned background for the 7P and the 1P structures for
different grating periods. Also shown in solid lines are the calculated ratios from
simulations using ensemble approximation.
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The ratio of the average PL intensity from the gratings to the non-patterned areas is presented in
FIGURE 21b together with the results of numerical calculation of this ratio from FEM simulations.
In both simulation and experiment the amount of out-coupled light increases for smaller grating
periods, with the ∆=125nm grating yielding an intensity contrast of 20:1 in comparison to the nonpatterned region surrounding it. This sharp contrast could only be attributed to out-coupling of
multiple high-k modes since no other power flow mechanism exists in the structure. In comparison
to the HMM, the 1P control sample shows far smaller contrast between the background and the
gratings due to the lack of high-k modes. An additional feature observed in the emission pattern
from the HCG is the presence of the dark center. Our simulation of electric-field in the near and
far-field also show the same dark spot which is most clearly observed for ∆=125nm. In order to
explain this feature we turn our attention to the simulation of the electric field shown in Fig. S6.
In this simulation of a vertical dipole placed below the center of the grating it can be seen that the
emitted light follows a cone-like emission pattern (the horizontal dipole exhibits the same emission
pattern with lesser out-coupling efficiency). If a straight line is traced from the final far-field
direction it appears as if the beam originated from a spot with a radius of ~1μm around the grating
center corresponding to the radius of the dark center in the PL image from ∆=125nm (FIGURE 22
inset).
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FIGURE 22. FEM simulation of dipole emission from a Δ=125nm grating. The beam
curves above the center of the grating. When light is collected in the far -field the origin
of the beam appears to be shifted. The inset shows the confocal image of the emission
pattern having a dark center.
In addition to PL intensity measurements, we studied the time-dynamics of PL emission of
QDs located inside and outside the grating regions. This was done by obtaining a lifetime map of
the grating (Δ=125nm is shown in Figure 20a) and extracting the decay curves for the two regions
(Figure 20b,c). The decay curves were fitted with a three exponents decay and the average lifetime
was determined by the respective weights of the components.
y  y0  Ae  ( x  x0 )/ t1  Be  ( x  x0 )/ t2  Ce  ( x  x0 )/ t3

( 4.3)

tavg  ( A  t1  B  t2  C  t3 ) / ( A  B  C )

( 4.4)
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FIGURE 23. (a) Fluorescence lifetime map of Δ=125nm grating, taken at long exposure
scan. Lifetime kinetics of QDs (b) within the grating region (v) outside the grating region.
Measured data (black curve) and 3 exponents decay (red curve).
We find that the measured average lifetime of the quantum dots outside the grating region (Fig.
S6b) is ~0.7ns longer than the lifetime of QDs in the patterned region (Fig. S6a). See Table 1 for
exact numerical values of the fitting parameters.

Inside grating
Std
Parameter value
Error
y0
25.00
x0
10.80
A1
6839.60 168.90
t1
0.86
0.01
A2
6152.14 118.78
t2
2.57
0.07
A3
406.66
83.60
t3
8.11
0.70
Avg
Lifetime
1.86ns

Outside grating
Std
value
Error
71.55
10.78
4491.33 108.81
0.88
0.02
3285.79 107.68
3.22
0.08
241.64 14.94
25.48
1.28
2.58ns

Table 1. Parameters for calculation of average lifetime inside and outside of the grating
area.
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Conventional wisdom dictates that the bulls-eye grating will degrade the Purcell
enhancement of the QDs within the metamaterial resulting in longer lifetimes as is the case in
resonant cavity approaches [63,64]. Counterintuitively, we observe a reduction in lifetime for QDs
located under the bulls-eye (≈ 1.9 ns) relative to those located away from the bulls-eye (≈ 2.6 ns).
Simulations indicate that the Purcell enhancement is nearly equal for a dipole ensemble located
below or away from the bulls-eye grating. The reason for the relative insensitivity to the out
coupling mechanism is that in a HMM the Purcell enhancement for embedded emitters is largely
driven by the massive local electric field enhancement that the high-k modes provide at the location
of the dipoles. The dielectric grating does scatter these bulk modes into free-space, however, it
only provides a relatively weak perturbation of the field enhancement and the local photonic
density of states (LPDOS) at the active layer remains largely unperturbed. However,
experimentally, a reduction in lifetime was observed in the grating region as mentioned above. To
understand this observation, one needs to take into account the proportion of out-coupled light
emanating from the two dipole orientations. At locations far from the grating we only collect the
small portion of light emitted by the randomly oriented dipoles, which is uncoupled to high-k
modes and can reach the far-field without an out-coupling mechanism. In contrast, at the location
of the grating we predominately collect scattered high-k emission from vertically oriented dipole
moments which have better coupling to the HMM modes than horizontal dipoles and therefore
also experience a larger Purcell enhancement (see FIGURE 6 in chapter section 2.3). Since the
vertical dipole moment experiences a larger Purcell enhancement (FIGURE 6 in chapter section
2.3), the average spontaneous emission lifetime measured within the grating is shorter.
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4.6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Even with optimized grating design, the total number of out-coupled photons is eventually
restricted by the material loss in metal-dielectric structures such as the one shown here. In this
context, the recent work on low-loss HMMs with extremely high LPDOS [70] provides an ideal
platform to implement such out-coupling mechanisms for embedded emitters which are needed
for quantum nano-photonics applications. For very broadband emitters such as nitrogen vacancy
centers in diamond, one can easily extend the present approach using chirped gratings. High
refractive index contrast gratings can be realized with a variety of CMOS-compliant materials.
This advantage promises increased efficiency in the near infrared, where the loss in materials such
as Ge and Si is lower.
In summary, we present an active hyperbolic metamaterial with high index contrast grating
that provides both enhancement in the spontaneous emission rate and efficient light extraction of
the high-k modes into the far-field. We show reduction in the spontaneous emission lifetime by
factor of ~10 along with a factor of~20 enhancement in light extraction from QD emitters
embedded inside the HMM structure. Control of spontaneous emission and extraction of light into
the far-field from active HMM is an important step to achieving practical photonic devices such
as sub-wavelength lasers, superluminescent LEDs and single photon sources.
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CHAPTER 6: PHOTONIC HYPERCRYSTALS: NEW MEDIA FOR
CONTROL OF LIGHT-MATTER INTERACTION
This chapter is based on work under review:

Photonic Hypercrystals: new media for control of light-matter interaction
Tal. Galfsky, E. E. Narimanov, and V. M. Menon

In this chapter we experimentally demonstrate the novel concept of a photonic hypercrystal with
unprecedented out-coupling and enhancement properties
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5.1: ABSTRACT
Photonic crystals (PCs) have emerged as one of the most widely used platforms for controlling
light-matter interaction in solid state systems. They rely on Bragg scattering from wavelength sized
periodic modulation in the dielectric environment for manipulating the electromagnetic field. A
complimentary approach to manipulate light-matter interaction is offered by artificial media
known as metamaterials that rely on the average response of deep-subwavelength unit-cells. Here
we demonstrate, for the first time, a new class of artificial photonic media termed “photonic
hypercrystals” (PHC) that combine the large broadband photonic density of states provided by
hyperbolic metamaterials with the light scattering efficiency of PCs. Enhanced radiative rate (x20)
and light out-coupling (x100) from PHC embedded with quantum dots is observed. Such designer
photonic media with complete control over the optical properties provide a new platform for
broadband control of light-matter interaction.
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5.2: INTRODUCTION
Until recently, artificial optical media were represented by two different classes of
composite materials – metamaterials and photonic crystals. The former relies on the averaged
polarization of deep-subwavelength sized unit cells (meta–atoms) to control the electromagnetic
response of the composite. In contrast, PCs rely on periodic modification of the dielectric constant
at the wavelength-sized scale resulting in electromagnetic response arising from Bragg scattering
of the propagating electromagnetic field. Very recently, a new class of photonic media termed
“photonic hypercrystal (PHC)” was proposed [71]. PHCs do not belong to either of the
aforementioned classes as they have unit cells that are sub-wavelength in dimension and yet their
electromagnetic response is qualitatively different from the expected average behavior seen in
metamaterials.

This

fundamental

difference

results

in

a

number

of

nontrivial

electromagnetic properties of the hypercrystals such as the simultaneous enhancement of
spontaneous emission rate and out-coupling over wide spectral bandwidth, to Dirac physics
and singularities [72] which are markedly distinct from realizations using macroscopic optical
systems such as resonators [73]. Here we report for the first time the realization of such an active
PHC embedded with colloidal quantum dots (QDs) that show both enhanced spontaneous emission
rate (x20) arising from the hyperbolic dispersion of the metamaterial and enhanced light outcoupling (x100).
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5.3: HMM & PHC
Metamaterials designed to have hyperbolic dispersion have been used extensively to
control spontaneous emission [16–18,49,67] and are subsequently known as hyperbolic
metamaterials (HMM). These metamaterials are characterized by the hyperbolic shape of their isofrequency surface due to the emergence of high momentum wave-vector states known as high-k
modes [4]. An artificial material supporting high-k modes can be realized using alternating
metal/dielectric layers with deep-subwavelength thickness [4,74]. Schematic of such a HMM
composed of silver (Ag) and alumina (Al 2O3) is shown in FIGURE 24a along with the mode
dispersion in FIGURE 24b for a seven period (7P) structure. The system possesses high-k
plasmonic bands for k x  1107 m1 , as well as two surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) modes next to
the   ck light line (dashed). The existence of high-k modes provides multiple decay channels for
dipole emitters placed inside or on top of the HMM, thereby enhancing the local photonic density
of states (LPDOS) and increasing the rate of spontaneous emission [57]. Due to the non-resonant
nature of the LPDOS enhancement, HMMs are an ideal platform for applications that require
broadband control of light-matter interaction.
Despite the aforementioned highly attractive features, the use of HMMs in realizing
practical devices has been hindered due to the fact that high-k modes lie below the light line and
hence the coupled radiation cannot propagate to the far-field and is eventually dissipated through
ohmic loss. The situation is demonstrated in FIGURE 24c by the high-reflectivity of the
metamaterial, where the simulated reflectivity of a plane wave is plotted as a function of frequency
and source angle. It is seen that the HMM structures are omni-directionally highly reflective,
indicating that no coupling to high-k modes can be achieved from free-space, or reciprocally, high60

k modes cannot propagate into free-space. Indeed, for embedded dipole emitters, typically, less
than a hundredth of the total power can escape to the far-field [24]. To alleviate this issue, different
groups have used approaches such as diffraction gratings and nano-patterning to achieve modest
enhancement in light extraction/coupling efficiency from light-emitters embedded in
HMM [21,23,24,75].
We use the PHC concept to exploit LPDOS enhancement offered by the hyperbolic
dispersion while simultaneously enhancing light out-coupling as well. A schematic of a twodimensional PHC is shown in FIGURE 24d where a periodic sub-wavelength lattice of holes is
patterned onto a HMM. The periodicity folds the high-k modes inside the light line, as shown
through finite element simulations in FIGURE 24e. This enables efficient out-coupling of the
high-k states that previously were below the light line. The corresponding reflectivity map
(FIGURE 24f) of the PHC now shows multiple regions with near-zero reflectivity, indicating
broadband and wide-angle light-coupling to the structure. It is the complex interaction between
multiple folded modes in the PHC that results in the enhanced out-coupling that is observed in the
experimental section of this paper. Equally important is the fact that the PDOS in the HMM is not
significantly altered by the structural modification and hence does not have any detrimental effect
on the enhancement in strength of light-matter interaction (modification of spontaneous emission)
offered by HMMs.
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FIGURE 24. Bandstructure and reflectivity (a) Schematic of hyperbolic metamaterial
(HMM) composed of multiple periods of Ag and Al 2 O3 . (b) Bandstructure of HMM. Light
line is marked as a dashed line. Two surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes are
noticeable near the light line. The remaining modes are coupled bulk plasmons known as
high-k modes that are characteristic of HMMs. (c) Sim ulated reflectivity of a plane-wave
source from a HMM. The black circle marks the edge of the source angle for a given
frequency (see SI for exact details of simulation method). (d) Schematic of photonic hypercrystal (PHC). 2D periodic arrays of holes in a triangular lattice are defined on the
HMM extending down through the first two periods. (e) Bandstructure of PHC. Folding
of bands accompanied by inter modal coupling is observed below the light line. (f)
Simulated reflectivity of a PHC. The wide blue regions mark angle and frequency ranges
for which reflectivity drops near zero, indicating efficient in/out -coupling of light. The
two thin faint bands in the upper portion of the graph are the -1 diffraction order of the
two SPPs which appear in panel b.
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5.4: FABRICATION OF HMM & PHC
The HMM structure used in the present work consists of 7 periods of Ag ( < 0) and Al2O3
( > 0) with average thickness of 15nm with colloidal CdSe/ZnS QDs embedded inside the 5 th
dielectric layer. Very thin germanium (~1nm) is used as a seed layer prior to the deposition of Ag
for achieving ultrasmooth, consistent thin films [55]. In FIGURE 25 a cross-sectional transmission
electron microscope image of the structure shows the alternating layers along and the embedded
QD layer.

FIGURE 25. Transmission Electron Microscope image of cross-section of HMM. Bottom
most and top most layer are glass substrate and Pt protection layer respectively (shown
in false color), dark layers are Ag and bright layers are Al 2 O3 . The QD layer (shown in
false color) is visible in the 5th dielectric layer from the bottom. Image taken at CUNY
ASRC Imaging Suite.
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The effective dielectric constants of this structure are shown in FIGURE 26a chapter section 4.3.
The emission wavelength of the QDs (630nm center of emission) is specifically chosen to be in
the hyperbolic dispersion range (FIGURE 26b).

FIGURE 26. Real and imaginary components of the effective permittivity tensor in the
xy and z directions (as seen in schematic). The upper right inset sketches the shape of
the iso-frequency contour for ε x, ε y < 0 and ε z > 0. (b) Emission spectrum of CdSe/ZnS
core-shell quantum dots used in the experiments.
The location of the QD layer has been carefully selected to provide maximum coupling to
plasmonic modes while keeping a distance of ~6nm from the nearest metallic layer to avoid
quenching [57]. To realize the PHCs, focused ion beam milling is used to etch hexagonal arrays
of holes into the HMM structure with varying lattice constant, a, and radii, r. A scanning electron
microscope image of the array of PHCs is shown in FIGURE 27 along with a magnified image of
one of the PHCs in the inset. The holes are milled through the top two silver layers and terminated
prior to the QD layer.
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FIGURE 27. SEM image of patterned PHCs. The lattice spacing is decreased from left to
right and the hole-radius is increased from top to bottom. Inset shows a magnified image
of one of the PHCs and the direction of the lattice constants.

5.5 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements from the active PHCs were carried out using a
home built confocal microscope that allows us to perform fluorescence-lifetime imaging
microscopy (FLIM), a technique which allows simultaneous mapping of intensity and lifetime for
every pixel of the fluorescence image thus providing spatial, temporal and steady state emission
properties of the active PHC structure.
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FIGURE 28. Intensity and lifetime of emission (a) Photoluminescence (PL) intensity map
of array of PHCs. Strongest out-coupling is observed for the PHC with a = 280nm and r
= 80nm. (b) Steady-state emission spectrum of PHC and HMM. The observed wiggles in
the HMM are due to interference effect from the emission filter in the optical path. (c)
Lifetime map of the patterned array. PHCs out -couple primarily the vertically oriented
dipole-component of the QDs which have shorter life time than the horizontal component.
(d) Lifetime kinetics of QDs embedded in PHC, HMM, and QDs on a glass substrate. The
respective lifetimes are 1.28ns, 2.97ns, and 25ns.
Shown in FIGURE 28a is a PL intensity image of the array of PHCs. We see a clear dependence
of the emission intensity on lattice constants and radii of the holes with the maximum emission
intensity observed for, a = 280 nm and radius, r = 80 nm. FIGURE 28b shows the steady state
emission spectra of the HMM and the PHC. A 100x enhancement factor in emission intensity is
observed due to the out-coupling of the high-k states by the PHC structure. This is by far the largest
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out-coupling enhancement observed from an active HMM. Another important attribute is that the
out-coupling efficiency is a broadband effect. Unlike a conventional photonic-crystal defect cavity
which relies on narrow-band resonance, the PHC enhances and out-couples the entire spectral
range of the QDs.
FLIM also allows us to investigate the lifetime dynamics in the PHC. Shown in FIGURE 28c is
the fluorescence lifetime image of the array. The modification in lifetime is not as sensitive to
changes in the lattice constant, a and radius of holes, r, as can be seen from the FLIM images. This
is because lifetime reduction is primarily caused by the enhanced LPDOS of the HMM which, as
discussed previously, is not perturbed by the PHC. However a reduction in spontaneous emission
lifetime is observed in the PHC compared to the HMM as can be seen from FIGURE 28c. Shown
in FIGURE 28d are the time traces of the emission for QDs on glass compared HMM and PHC.
The spontaneous emission lifetime of QD in HMM and PHC are strongly modified with respect to
QDs on glass by factors of 9 and 20, respectively. The reason for the observed difference between
PHC and HMM is that the out-coupled light in PHC is preferentially composed of emission from
the vertically oriented dipoles of the QD film which are better coupled to the TM polarized highk modes and therefore experience larger enhancement and better out-coupling to the far-field.
To further substantiate that the collective modes of the hypercrystal are responsible for the
enhanced emission from the PHC, we investigated structures where the lattice spacing was large
enough (600nm) for each of the holes to act as an individual scatterer. This structure shows a small
enhancement factor of 7x as shown in FIGURE 29a, in contrast to the PHC structure with lattice
constant of 280 nm where strong coupling between the fields around the nano-holes leads to outcoupling efficiency of 100x. The result is consistent with our simulations (FIGURE 24e) showing
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the appearance of coupled modes in the PHC structure which are responsible for the large outcoupling enhancement.

FIGURE 29. Photoluminescence images (a) Image of PHC with a=600nm and r=52nm,
where each nano-hole can be seen to act as an independent scatterer. (b) Image of PHC
with a=280nm and r=80nm, where strong coupling between nano -holes leads to improved
out-coupling efficiency.
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5.6 SUMMARY
We have demonstrated for the first time a new class of artificial photonic medium: the
PHC. We show how one can independently engineer the LPDOS using the hyperbolic dispersion
of the metamaterial and the light out-coupling using subwavelength sized lattice geometry.
Enhancement in light extraction by factor of 100 and spontaneous emission rate by factor of 20 is
seen from QDs embedded in the PHC structure. Furthermore, our PHC structures show broadband
enhancement in light out-coupling and spontaneous emission rate thus providing an ideal platform
for applications that require non-resonant control over light-matter interaction such as in solar
cells, ultrafast LEDs and single photon sources.
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CHAPTER 7: HYPERBOLIC METAMATER IAL AND PHOTONIC
HYPERCRYSTAL SUBSTRA TES WITH 2D SEMICONDUCTOR
ATOMIC CRYSTALS

This chapter is based on work we published in Nano Letters [26]:

BROADBAND ENHANCEMENT OF SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN 2D
SEMICONDUCTORS USING PHOTONIC HYPERCRYSTALS
Tal Galfsky, Zheng Sun, Christopher R. Considine, Cheng-Tse Chou, Wei-Chun Ko, Yi-Hsien
Lee3, Evgenii E. Narimanov, and Vinod M. Menon
Nano Letters Vol. 2, Issue 1, pp. 62-65 (2016)

In this chapter we experimentally demonstrate enhanced spontaneous emission radiation from
archetype two-dimensional semiconductors WS2 and MoS2 in the presence of a photonic
hypercrystal.

“This material is excerpted from a work that was published in Nano Letters, copyright © American Chemical Society
after peer review. To access the final edited and published work see
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b01558.”
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7.1 ABSTRACT
The low quantum yield observed in two-dimensional semiconductors of transition metal
dichalcogenides has motivated the quest for approaches that can enhance the light emission from
these systems. Here, we demonstrate broadband enhancement of spontaneous emission and
increase in Raman signature from archetype two-dimensional semiconductors: molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2) and tungsten disulfide (WS2) by placing the monolayers in the near field of a
photonic hypercrystal having hyperbolic dispersion. Hypercrystals are characterized by a large
broadband photonic density of states due to hyperbolic dispersion while having enhanced light
in/out coupling by a sub-wavelength photonic crystal lattice. This dual advantage is exploited here
to enhance the light emission from the 2D TMDs and can be utilized for developing light emitters
and solar cells using two-dimensional semiconductors.
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7.2 INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are touted as the next big material revolution in
electronics and optoelectronics thanks to their exceptional electrical, optical, mechanical, and
thermal properties. Among the range of 2D materials that have emerged in recent years, transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been pursued for optoelectronic applications because in the
2D limit (monolayer) these materials possess a direct bandgap [76] and also show novel light
emission properties [77–80]. However, the low quantum yield of ~ 10-3 at 300K [81] is a major
hindrance in developing practical light emitting devices using these materials. Various approaches
using photonic cavities [82–84], plasmonic structures [85,86] as well as chemical methods [87]
have been pursued to enhance the light emission from TMDs. Both photonic and plasmonic
approaches rely on frequency resonances and hence are often bandwidth limited while the
chemical approach is still in its infancy. Here we report on broadband enhancement of spontaneous
emission from two archetypical TMDs, molybdenum-disulfide (MoS2) and tungsten-disulfide
(WS2) monolayers using photonic hypercrystals (PHC) that have hyperbolic dispersion.
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7.3 2D TMDS AND HYPERBOLIC SUBSTRATES
PHCs are a new class of photonic media that combines control of the effective dielectric
environment by a hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM) component together with the Bragg diffraction
properties of a photonic crystal component [71,88]. Previously, enhancement of spontaneous
emission (also known as Purcell enhancement) for quantum emitters such as dyes, nitrogen
vacancy centers, and quantum dots have been shown in the near field of HMM substrates [16–
18,21,65,67]. This enhancement stems from the presence of unbound wave-vector states known as
high-k modes and hence an increase in the photonic density of states (PDOS) when the topology
of the iso-frequency surface transitions from elliptical to hyperbolic dispersion [16] (see sketch in
FIGURE 30a).
In the monolayer limit, WS2 and MoS2 are direct bandgap semiconductors with an in-plane dipole
moment with a large exciton binding energy (0.3 - 0.5 eV) [89]. By placing the monolayer in the
near field of a HMM or PHC (see FIGURE 30a,b), spontaneous emission from the in-plane dipoles
can be enhanced by the PDOS near the hyperbolic substrate. Because of its infinitesimal thickness,
the monolayer can be positioned in very precise distance to the substrate to achieve maximal
enhancement effect of the PDOS, a unique advantage of 2D materials. FIGURE 30c shows the
expected decay rate enhancement for WS2 and MoS2 obtained from 3D FDTD simulations where
the fluorescent semiconductor emitter is simulated by an in-plane dipole with the material’s typical
emission spectrum, placed on a HMM or a PHC (see Methods for details on the simulation). In the
figure, the Purcell factor, calculated as the ratio between the decay rate of the emitter on top of the
metamaterials and the decay rate of the emitter in free-space, is plotted as a function of wavelength.
Notice that for the spectral range between 600 and 700 nm the Purcell factor of both HMM and
PHC is very similar. This is because the mechanism responsible for decay rate enhancement is the
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same in both HMM and PHC, namely, coupling of radiation into plasmonic modes carrying high
momentum (high-k modes). The emission spectra of WS2 and MoS2 are also plotted below to show
the expected enhancement from the two materials.
The main distinction between PHC and HMM is that because Purcell enhancement in HMM is
tied to emission into high-k modes that do not propagate to free space, a part of dipole’s radiation
is essentially trapped inside the HMM and eventually dissipates through ohmic losses (which is
not the case for PHC). The situation is illustrated in FIGURE 30d where the electric field radiated
by a dipole emitter with WS2 center of emission wavelength (618 nm) on top of a HMM is plotted
from a side view of the HMM (cross-section). It is easy to discern that most of the radiation is
directed into the HMM (this is due to the metamaterial’s high PDOS). Even though the total decay
is enhanced by the HMM, approximately 83% of the emitted power is trapped in high-k modes
propagating inside the metamaterial and will eventually decay as ohmic loss. To solve this problem
we have recently demonstrated the concept of PHC that combines the hyperbolic dispersion of
HMMs with a periodic photonic crystal that allow the scattering of high-k states into free
space [71,88]. A schematic of the PHC is shown in FIGURE 30b. The PHC is achieved by
patterning a periodic lattice of holes in the HMM extending down through the first couple of
periods and the period is optimized through simulations to out-couple the light trapped in high-k
modes. Figure 1e shows a simulation of the electric field emitted by the same dipole configuration
on a PHC where it is seen that most of the dipole radiation (~76%) is out-coupled in the upwards
direction into free-space and only ~24% of the total radiation is trapped inside the metamaterial.
Moreover, the far-field radiation is highly directional for the PHC with 70% of radiated power
falling within 50o half-angle cone in comparison to only 40% for HMM. As mentioned previously,
for both structures Purcell enhancement is nearly identical because it stems from the PDOS of the
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hyperbolic substrate in the extreme near-field limit where the periodic modulation of the PHC
mostly acts as a weak perturbation, as shown in FIGURE 30c.

FIGURE 30. (a) Schematic of hyperbolic metamaterial composed of Ag and Al 2 O3
nanolayers with 2D material on top; the change of iso -frequency contours from the
elliptical to the hyperbolic regime as a function of wavelength is illustrated below. (b)
Schematic of photonic hypercrystal with 2D material. (c) Calculated Purcell factor for
HMM (black line) and PHC (dashed line), below: the emission spectra of MoS 2 and WS 2 .
(d) FDTD simulation of the electromagnetic field emitted by an in-plane dipole on top of
a HMM. (e) In-plane dipole on top a PHC. (f) Optical microscope images of exfoliated
MoS 2 flake and CVD grown WS 2 flake.
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7.4 SYNTHESIS AND TRANSFER OF MONOLAYERS
We use WS2 flakes grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and MoS2 exfoliated from
bulk crystal (FIGURE 30f). CVD grown WS2 flakes typically form a triangular shape with a
multilayer crystal seed at the center and the monolayer surrounding it [90]. Exfoliated MoS2 forms
irregular shaped flakes consisting of a few layers down to a monolayer. These materials are
transferred from the substrates onto HMM and PHC substrates.

7.4.1: MoS2 SAMPLE FABRICATION
Monolayer MoS2 samples were prepared from a bulk MoS2 crystals purchased from 2D
Semiconductors. Using the "scotch tape" mechanical exfoliation process, a small crystal of MoS2
was exfoliated onto a square of PDMS multiple times. This process was repeated until the desired
monolayer samples were produced. The PDMS stamps carrying the monolayer MoS 2 samples were
adhered to a glass slide and prepped for precision transfer atop the PHC and the HMM/Si interface.

7.4.2: WS2 SAMPLE FABRICATION
High quality WS2 monolayer was synthesized on SiO2/Si substrate at 700℃ by ambient
pressure chemical vapor deposition. Wo3 (Acros Orangics, 99% CAS#1314-35-8) and S (Sigma
Aldrich 99.5% CAS#7704-34-9) powders were adopted for the synthesis. Prior to the growth,
perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid tetrapotassium salt (PTAS) solution was coated on the
substrate surface as seeding promoters to enhance the nucleation and growth. The CVD growth of
monolayer WS2 is carried out in 1 in. furnace with a growth time of 5 min and a heating rate of
15°C/min. After the growth, 200 sccm Ar flow was introduced to remove the residual reactants
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and the entire system was rapidly cooled down to room temperature by taking the quartz tube out
of the furnace. More details on the synthesis were presented in previous papers [90]

7.4.3: TRANSFER PROCESS
WS2 and MoS2 flakes were transferred using a transfer station consisting of two XYZ
stages; one stage for the receiving substrate and the other stage for the material to be transferred.
Once the receiving substrate, target area, and the desired 2D material are optically aligned the two
are brought together very slowly until contact is made. After contact the substrate and stamp are
slowly pulled apart until the two are no longer touching. Verification of a successful transfer is
determined optically immediately after the two stages detach.

7.5 FABRICATION OF HMM AND PHC
The HMM substrates are fabricated by electron beam evaporation of alternating layers of
Al2O3 of ~20 nm thickness and Ag of ~10 nm thickness. For each Ag layer an ultrathin germanium
seed layer (<2 nm) is first deposited which allows the silver to form optically-smooth, high-quality
films [55]. The HMM is capped with a 6 nm thick Al2O3 layer. The hyperbolic properties of a
similar structure have been shown in the previous chapter.
Etching of periodic arrays of holes in the HMM is done by focused ion beam in a two stage
process. First, a wide circular ring is etched down to the Si substrate to create a clear area of Si
with native oxide around a circular base for the PHC. The part etched down to the substrate is
designated as “reference substrate”. In the second step, a hexagonal lattice of holes is etched on
the circular base with a lattice constant of 280 nm and etched-hole radius of ~100nm. This
combination was found to be optimal for light out-coupling from the HMM substrate. FIGURE 31
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shows one of the hexagonal PHCs on a circular base. Next, a WS 2 flake is transferred onto the
substrate in such a way that the side of the triangular flake covers HMM, PHC, and the etched
reference region which allows a comparative measurement of all three regions with the same flake
(see microscope image in FIGURE 32a). This eliminates sample to sample variation in emission
intensity.

FIGURE 31. Scanning electron microscope image of photonic hypercrystal etched from
a HMM. The circle around the PHC is etched all the way to the Si substrate. The
individual Al 2 O 3 and Ag layers of the HMM are also visible in the image.
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7.6 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND RAMAN MEASUREMENTS
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were carried out on an inverted microscope (see
Methods). The inset of FIGURE 32a shows the PL map of the WS2 flake where the emission from
the top right PHC is the brightest. The PL intensity from the PHC is 7 times that of the HMM and
56 times the intensity of WS2 on reference substrate. The PL spectrum is shown in FIGURE 32b
on a logarithmic scale where it is seen that the intensity enhancement spans the full emission
spectrum.
With MoS2 flakes we found that the etched ring around the circular base prevents the
monolayer from adhering to the base. Another method had to be devised to allow for a comparative
measurement. Instead of a ring we etched a large rectangle and used two flakes for the comparative
measurement. One is laid across an HMM/reference interface, the second is placed over a
PHC/HMM (see FIGURE 32c). The intensities are normalized with respect to the HMM part of
each flake to allow comparative measurements between all three substrates. In the inset of Figure
3c the PL images of the two flakes are shown. We see that the MoS 2 monolayer on HMM is much
brighter than on reference substrate and, as seen for WS2, the PHC provides enhanced out-coupling
of light to the far-field. We observe a ratio of 3 between PHC and HMM and a ratio of 60 between
PHC and reference. The comparative spectrum of the three substrates is shown in FIGURE 32d.
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FIGURE 32. (a) Optical microscope image of WS 2 flake over several PHCs. Inset shows
PL map of the flake. The first two PHCs on the top left were etched at a longer exposure
than the PHC on the top right and as a result some of the capping layer was destroyed and
these PHC do not light up. This is the same with the bottom right PHC (only visible in
the PL image). The other three bases on the bottom were not etched with PHCs. (b)
Emission spectrum taken from three spots on the WS 2 flake: the center of the PHC, a spot
in the unpatterned HMM area just outside the Si ring and a spot inside the Si ring itself.
(c) Microscope images of MoS 2 flake extending over HMM and Si (left) MoS 2 monolayer
extending over HMM and PHC (right). Insets show PL maps of the flakes. (d) Emission
spectra of exfoliated MoS 2 flake on PHC, HMM and reference substrate.
The PL measurements are accompanied by measurements of the Raman spectrum on all
substrates where the features of the double peak are in agreement with previously published
data [90] (see FIGURE 33). Because of the large field enhancement caused by the HMM, we
expect the Raman spectrum to be enhanced as well. In FIGURE 33a we show the measured Raman
spectra of WS2 and FIGURE 33b shows that of MoS2. The Raman signal is found to be enhanced
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by ~2x on the HMM and ~ 3x on the PHC. Although the present designs of the HMM and PHC
were not optimized for enhancing the Raman signature, we still observe this modest enhancement
due to the enhanced PDOS at the excitonic resonances.

FIGURE 33. Raman spectra of (a) WS 2 and (b) MoS 2 on the three substrates (PHC, HMM,
and reference).
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7.7 WAVELENGTH RESOLVED LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
In addition to the observed intensity increase, an increase in spontaneous emission rate is
expected and hence, a shortening of the lifetime of the quantum emitter placed in the near field of
the HMM or the PHC [16,28]. Wavelength resolved lifetime measurements of WS2 on reference
substrate and WS2 on PHC substrate were taken with a Hamamatsu streak camera with temporal
resolution ~ 1 ps (FIGURE 34a). The lifetime maps show a strong reduction of lifetime for
HMM/PHC for the entire emission range of WS2 as shown in FIGURE 34a. This broadband
lifetime reduction in combination with increased emission intensity for HMM and PHC shows that
radiative decay rate is being enhanced by the metamaterial substrates. The data from the lifetime
maps was used to plot the lifetime dynamics curves for a 10 nm band centered at WS2 emission
peak as seen in FIGURE 34b. Exciton dynamics in 2D TMDs are known to have a fast nonradiative
lifetime component (of the order of several ps), commonly attributed to exciton trapping in defects,
and a long radiative component (tens of ps to 1 ns range) attributed to radiative exciton
recombination [91–93]. The lifetime of WS2 on reference substrate (curve 1 in FIGURE 34b) is
fitted with a multiexponential function with an average lifetime, t1 = 56 ps, while WS2 on PHC has
a considerably shorter lifetime, t2 = 7 ps (curve 2). The ratio between the lifetimes yields a factor
of 8 (  PHC /  Si  8 ) that includes both radiative and nonradiative effects. The magnitude of
increase in quantum yield (QY) and the radiative component can be assessed through a
combination of simulations and experimental results. In order to determine the increase in QY, we
first used the simulations such as the ones presented in FIGURE 30d,e to determine how much of
the power emitted by WS2 on the three substrates (HMM, PHC, and reference) can be collected by
our optical setup. When we take the ratio between the collected power and the observed intensity
enhancement on each substrate we obtain a lower bound value for the increase in QY (or radiative
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enhancement). The values with respect to WS2 on reference substrate are 8.96 for HMM and 8.79
for PHC. The radiative enhancement factor for HMM and PHC is expected to be the same as the
PDOS is nearly identical for both, as shown in FIGURE 30c.

FIGURE 34. (a) Wavelength resolved decay kinetics for as-grown WS2 and WS 2 on
HMM/PHC. (b) Decay kinetics obtained at 620 nm with 10 nm linewidth. Trace 1: WS 2
on reference substrate; average lifetime, t 1 = 56 ps. Trace 2: WS 2 on HMM/PHC; average
lifetime, t 2 = 7 ps.
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7.8 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The use of a plasmonic device such as a HMM to enhance emission from a TMD may seem
counterintuitive at first as the TE-like emission from the in-plane oriented dipoles in the monolayer
can only weakly couple to the TM modes of the plasmonic structure, however, for a HMM the
weak coupling of in-plane dipole offers certain advantages. Firstly, because the dipole couples to
the HMM, although only weakly, a Purcell factor of 20 (and possibly higher in the epsilon-nearzero regime that provides strong narrowband enhancement) can still be obtained with the proper
design of the structure. Secondly, the high reflectance of the HMM in combination with the
radiation pattern of the horizontal dipole results in enhanced directional emission that is reflected
upward into free-space in an angle range convenient for collection by an air objective with a
reasonably high numerical aperture. And lastly, with the proper PHC design an extraction of
radiation trapped in the HMM to free-space is achievable that serves to further enhance and
concentrate the emission in the direction of collection.
If 2D TMDs are to be considered for practical electro-optics applications and in particular
applications involving spin-valley polarization, the quantum yield of these materials must be
improved. In this work we present a method for enhancing the emission properties from 2D
monolayers by an order of magnitude. Enhancement of the Raman signal by HMM/PHC is also
observed due to the PDOS enhancement and improved scattering by the PHC. The demonstration
of broadband enhancement of spontaneous emission rate in 2D TMDs using HMM and PHC
substrates presents a viable approach for developing practical optoelectronic devices using the new
class of 2D semiconductors.
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OVERVIEW & OUTLOOK
Chapters 4 – 7 compose of the majority of the experimental work that we have done with
hyperbolic metamaterials. In chapter 4 the problem of radiation trapping inside the metamaterial
is demonstrated. In chapter 5 a high contract grating is proposed and fabricated for out-coupling
of light from high-k modes, we observed a 20x out-coupling contrast with a Purcell factor of ~13
for QDs embedded in the HMM. In chapter 6 the concept of 2.5D photonic hypercrystal is
introduced and experimentally shows a 100x out-coupling contrast and a Purcell factor of ~20 for
embedded QDs. In chapter 7 the PHC concept is used to enhance radiation from 2D semiconductor
materials WS2 and MoS2. Both show a factor of 60 intensity increase from the materials on to of
PHC vs. the reference substrate (Si + SiO2).
In this work we have shown mechanisms for light out-(or in)-coupling from (to) HMMs.
Our research enables a route towards devices which rely on the large photonic density of states
available in HMMs and offers practical methods for broadband in-or-out coupling of light to highk modes. However if practical devices are to be designed based on the principals that we have
shown here a few issues are required to be solved.
First, the issue of CMOS compatibility and heating. The metals most commonly used for
HMMs e.g. silver and gold are not ordinarily CMOS compatible and are certainly not able to
withstand the high temperatures involved in solar cell applications. A new generation of CMOS
compatible, refractory plamonic materials, such as epitaxial TiN for example, is being developed
for exactly this reason and HMMs composed of such materials have already been
demonstrated [18,94].
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The second, and more critical issue is the fact that fabrication of lamellar HMMs is time
consuming and technically demanding due to the deeply subwavelength thickness of layers which
is required. Nano-rod based HMMs have been demonstrated through self-assembly and other
chemical technics and show promise once an accurate and uniform growth procedure can be
established [50,95–98].
One approach which is interesting both from application and fundamental science
perspectives is the search for naturally occurring hyperbolic materials. It has been found that
certain anisotropic crystals such as hexagonal-boron-nitride and certain mineral tetradymite
crystals (Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3) are naturally hyperbolic at certain frequency ranges [99–101]. Once
an appropriate naturally hyperbolic material has been identified for a desired frequency range it
has the advantage of having an atomic-scale unit-cell and a single step fabrication., however, it
does not circumvent the issues of losses in the structure and the figures of merit thus far identified
for most natural hyperbolics are not great [100]. And yet even with the inherent loss one
application for which natural hyperbolics show most promise is super-resolution imaging. Due to
the atomic-scale unit-cell size natural hyperbolics should be able to support larger wave-vectors
than HMMs and therefore have a better ability to translate sub-wavelength feature which are
normally lost as evanescent waves into detectable propagating waves. We ran preliminary
simulations that shows that a super-lens made of a natural hyperbolic should be able to resolve
10nm features in the visible range.
The approach that shows most promise for practical CMOS compatible devices and allows
for precise, simple fabrication using existing tools in the electronics and photonics industry is one
that had only been applied in the last two years. Hyperbolic metasurfaces can be created using
electron-beam-lithography which allows complete design freedom on features of the device [11].
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A single device can have a smooth transition from hyperbolic to elliptical to epsilon-near-zero
regimes for any desired wavelength range. These metasurfaces can be fabricated directly on top or
below an emitting layer or having an emitter embedded directly in the e-beam resist or spin-coated
onto the metasurface. We have recently filed a patent application for an ultrafast light-emittingdiode based on a hyperbolic metasurface. We believe that hyperbolic metasurfaces will prove an
enabling technology for devices ranging from solar-cells to ultrafast ultrabright LEDs, and
broadband sources.
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APPENDIX 2: MATLAB CODES
EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY CODE (SOURCE CODE: HARISH
KRISHNAMOORTHY)
h=99*10^(-9);
m=1;
kx=2*pi*m/h;
c=3*(10^8);
lambda=300:0.25:800;
lamda=lambda*(10^(-9));
layer1NK_F = importdata('Ag_Palik.txt');%imports index of metal
layer2NK_F = importdata('Al2O3_my_MM.txt');%imports index of dielectric
layer1NK =
interp1(layer1NK_F(:,1),layer1NK_F(:,2),lambda,'spline')+i*interp1(layer1NK_F
(:,1),layer1NK_F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');
layer2NK =
interp1(layer2NK_F(:,1),layer2NK_F(:,2),lambda,'spline')+i*interp1(layer2NK_F
(:,1),layer2NK_F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');
layer2NK = 1.7*ones(1,length(layer1NK));
w=2*pi*c./lamda;
e1=layer1NK.^2;%epsilon of metal
e2=layer2NK.^2; %layer2NK.^2;%epsilon of dielectric
a1= 10*(10^(-9));%thickness of metal
a2= 30*(10^(-9));%thickness of dielectric
ff=a1/(a1+a2);
epsx_0 = (a1+a2).*e1.*e2./((a2.*e1)+(a1.*e2));
epsyz_0=((a1.*e1)+(a2.*e2))./(a1+a2);
eta=(real(epsx_0)./real(epsyz_0));
%plots eps effective parallel and perp
figure;
plot(lambda,[real(epsyz_0);imag(epsyz_0);real(epsx_0);imag(epsx_0)]);
%axis([300 800 -10 25])
legend('real epar','imag epar','real eper','imag eper');
title(['ff=',num2str(ff)]);
E=[lambda;real(epsyz_0)];
ReEpsPar=E';
%Ap=A';
F=[lambda;imag(epsyz_0)];
ImEpsPar=F';
%Bp=B';
G=[lambda;real(epsx_0)];
ReEpsPer=G';
%Rp=R';
H=[lambda;imag(epsx_0)];
ImEpsPer=H';
%Sp=S';
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J=[lambda;eta];
f_format = '%6.2f';
fid = fopen('epar0_real.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',E);
fclose(fid);
fid = fopen('epar0_imag.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',F);
fclose(fid);
fid = fopen('eper0_real.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',G);
fclose(fid);
fid = fopen('eper0_imag.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',H);
fclose(fid);
% fid = fopen('eta','w');
%
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',J);
% fclose(fid);
%the following part writes the interpolated n and k values of Ag (layer 1)and
TiO2 (layer 2) to .dat files
K=[lambda;real(layer1NK)];
fid = fopen('layer1NK_real.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',K);
fclose(fid);
L=[lambda;imag(layer1NK)];
fid = fopen('layer1NK_imag.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',L);
fclose(fid);
M=[lambda;real(layer2NK)];
fid = fopen('layer2NK_real.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',M);
fclose(fid);
N=[lambda;imag(layer2NK)];
fid = fopen('layer2NK_imag.dat','w');
fprintf(fid, '%12.8f %12.8f\n',N);
fclose(fid);
%%
figure;
%e1 = eps_m e2=eps_d
em1=real(e1);
em2=imag(e1);
ed=e2;
A=ff*ed.*em1;
B=(1-ff)*(em1.^2+em2.^2);
C=em1.*((ff-1)*em1-ed*ff)/(ff-1);
plot(lambda,[A+B])
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GREEN FUNCTION CODE (SOURCE CODE: WARD NEWMAN)
%This program uses the tunnel junction geometry formulas to calculate
%the spontaneous emission lifetime modification of a dipole embedded
%inside the spacer layer.
addpath('Functions');
tic
clear all
close all
% load NumericalPermittivities.mat
lambda = linspace(550,700,250)';
%
%
%
%
%
%

lambdamin = 300;
lambdamax = 800;
jj = find(lambdapalik>lambdamin & lambdapalik<lambdamax);
lambda = lambdapalik(jj);
epsAgpalik = epsAgpalik(jj);

% lambda = linspace(250,800,100)';
Nv = length(lambda);
k0 = 2*pi./lambda;
layer1NK_F = importdata('Ag_Palik.txt');%imports index of metal
layer1NK =
interp1(layer1NK_F(:,1),layer1NK_F(:,2),lambda,'spline')+i*interp1(layer1NK_F
(:,1),layer1NK_F(:,3),lambda, 'spline');
%epsAg=layer1NK.^2;%epsilon of metal
%epsm = epsAg;
epsm = fGetepsAg(lambda,30);
epsd = 1.66^2*ones(size(epsm));
%1
%2
%3
%4
%5

(upper half-space)
(substrate)
layer of embedded dipole***
(substrate)
(lower half-space)

%dielectric constants defined as column vectors size=length(i1:i2)
eps1=1^2*ones(size(epsm)); %1.33^2
eps3=1.66^2*ones(size(epsm));
eps5=1^2*ones(size(epsm));

dm = 12;
dd = 18;
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ff = round(100*dm/(dm+dd))
%wavevectors of inner and outer layers
k1 = sqrt(eps1).*k0;
k3 = sqrt(eps3).*k0;
k5 = sqrt(eps5).*k0;
NLayers = 1; %symmetric structure
%thicknesses of layers 2,3,4
top.epsout =
eps1;
top.no_layers = NLayers;
top.thick2 =
dd;
top.thick1 =
dm;
top.eps2 =
eps1;%epsd;
%dielectric layer
top.eps1 =
eps1;%epsm; %metal layer
top.eps =
eps3;
%dipole is here. the origin, z=0
bot.eps =
eps3;
bot.eps1 =
epsm;
bot.eps2 =
epsd;
bot.thick1 =
dm;
bot.thick2 =
dd;
bot.no_layers = 14;
bot.epsout =
eps5;
W = 20; %width of embedded layer (symmetric). was 10
%% create vector of ALTERNATING layers of metal/dielectric
top.layer = [top.thick1 top.thick2];
top.epsilon = [top.eps1 top.eps2];
if top.no_layers~=1
top.layer = repmat(top.layer,[1 floor(top.no_layers/2)]);
top.epsilon=repmat(top.epsilon,[1 floor(top.no_layers/2)]);
if mod(top.no_layers,2)==1
top.layer=[top.layer top.thick1];
top.epsilon = [top.epsilon top.eps1];
end
end
bot.layer = [bot.thick1 bot.thick2];
bot.epsilon = [bot.eps1 bot.eps2];
if bot.no_layers~=1
bot.layer = repmat(bot.layer,[1 floor(bot.no_layers/2)]);
bot.epsilon=repmat(bot.epsilon,[1 floor(bot.no_layers/2)]);
if mod(bot.no_layers,2)==1
bot.layer=[bot.layer bot.thick1];
bot.epsilon = [bot.epsilon bot.eps1];
end
end
%% ADD TOP TWO LAYERS
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%bot.epsilon = [bot.epsilon, epsd];
%bot.layer = [13.6, 20, 14.5, 20, 13.9, 20.5, 11.4, 30.2];
%top.layer = [14.7, 42.5, 14.7, 17.4, 9.2, 4.4];

%dipole direction + far field on detector
mu_par=sqrt(2/3);
mu_perp=sqrt(1/3);
mu=sqrt(mu_par^2+mu_perp^2);
A=1/4; % ver dip no grating
B=1/4; % hor dip no grating
Agr=1; % ver dip grating
Bgr=1;
%quantum efficiency
eta=1;
L3
offset
zbot
ztop

= W;
= 0;
=L3/2+offset;
=L3/2-offset;

%total width
%offset from
%distance of
%distance of

of embedded dipole layer
z = 0
dipole from bottom layer
dipole from top layer

%% POWER/LIFETIME INTEGRAL
%settings
Nprop=1e3;
kxUpper = 40; Nev=kxUpper*1e3;
small = 1e-4;
Iperp=zeros(Nv,Nprop+Nev);
Ipar=zeros(Nv,Nprop+Nev);
dP=zeros(Nv,Nprop+Nev);
kx1=zeros(Nv,Nprop);
kx2=zeros(Nv,Nev);
gamma=zeros(1,Nv);

% loop over wavelengths
parfor jj=1:Nv
%loop around all wavelengths
kx1(jj,:)=linspace(0,1-small,Nprop)*k3(jj);
%propagating part in
free space
kx2(jj,:)=linspace(1+small,kxUpper,Nev)*k3(jj); %evanescent part in free
space
kx=[kx1(jj,:) kx2(jj,:)];

%kx

kz3 = sqrt(k3(jj)^2 - kx.^2);
[r321p,r321s,t321p,t321s]=tmatrix2D(k0(jj),kx,top,jj);
[r345p,r345s,t345p,t345s]=tmatrix2D(k0(jj),kx,bot,jj);
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Xp_perp= ((1+r345p.*exp(2i*kz3*zbot)).*(1+r321p.*exp(2i*kz3*ztop)))./(1r321p.*r345p.*exp(2i*kz3*L3))-1;
Xs_par = ((1+r345s.*exp(2i*kz3*zbot)).*(1+r321s.*exp(2i*kz3*ztop)))./(1r321s.*r345s.*exp(2i*kz3*L3))-1;
Xp_par = ((1-r345p.*exp(2i*kz3*zbot)).*(1-r321p.*exp(2i*kz3*ztop)))./(1r321p.*r345p.*exp(2i*kz3*L3))-1;
Iperp(jj,:) = (3/2)*(kx.^3./kz3).*(1+Xp_perp);
Ipar(jj,:) = (3/4)*(kx./kz3).*((1+Xs_par)*k3(jj)^2 + (1+Xp_par).*kz3.^2);
%dP(jj,:) = mu_perp^2*Iperp(jj,:)+mu_par^2*Ipar(jj,:);
dPper(jj,:) = Iperp(jj,:);
dPpar(jj,:) = Ipar(jj,:);
dP(jj,:) = Iperp(jj,:)+Ipar(jj,:);
dPgr(jj,:) = Agr*Iperp(jj,:)+Bgr*Ipar(jj,:);
%

gamma(jj)=1-eta+eta*(1/k3(jj)^3)*real(trapz(kx,dP(jj,:)));

t(jj,:) = t321p.*exp(1i*(kz3*ztop)).*(1 +
r345p.*exp(1i*(2*kz3*zbot)))./(1-r321p.*r345p.*exp(2i*kz3*L3)); %transmission
coefficient
gamma(jj)=1-eta+eta*(1/k3(jj)^3)*real(trapz(kx,dP(jj,:))); %radiative
rate enhancement
gamma_per(jj)=1-eta+eta*(1/k3(jj)^3)*real(trapz(kx,dPper(jj,:)));
%radiative rate enhancement for perpendicular dipoles
gamma_par(jj)=1-eta+eta*(1/k3(jj)^3)*real(trapz(kx,dPpar(jj,:)));
%radiative rate enhancement for parallel dipoles
gamma_gr(jj)=1-eta+eta*(1/k3(jj)^3)*real(trapz(kx,dPgr(jj,:)));
%radiative rate enhancement
%%%% percentage done

disp(num2str(jj/Nv));
%%%%%
end
%% OLD PLOTTING
% close all
kx=[kx1 kx2];
k00=repmat(k0,[1 Nprop+Nev]);
%
kxnorm = kx./k00;
Inorm = Iperp./k00.^2;
%
%
kx = [kx1 kx2];
k00=repmat(k0,[1 Nprop+Nev]);
k33=repmat(k3,[1 Nprop+Nev]);
kxnorm = kx(1,:)./k00(1,:);
%
% figure;
%
%
%
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%
% % Gamma figure
% subplot(2,2,3);
% plot(lambda,gamma,'-k','LineWidth',1.5);
% xlabel('\lambda (nm)');
% ylabel('\Gamma/\Gamma_o');
% xlim([min(lambda),max(lambda)]);
% axis square;
%
%
% % T figure
% subplot(2,2,4);
% pcolor(kx./k00, lambda,log10(abs(t).^2)); shading interp; colormap
hot(1000);
% caxis([-6,1]);
%
% shading interp;
% hcbar=mycolorbar('vertic');
% set(gca,'YDir','reverse')
% set(gca,'TickDir','out');
% title(hcbar,'log_{10}|t|^2');
% xlabel('k_x/k_o');
% ylabel('\lambda (nm)');
% xlim([0,6]);
%
%
% axis square;
%
% % PL spectrum figure
% Q=load('635 QDs spectrum on glass smooth.txt')%load ExpData/PLSpectrum;
% PLspec = interp1(Q(:,1),Q(:,2),lambda,'spline');
% subplot(2,2,1);
% plot(lambda,PLspec/max(PLspec),'-k','linewidth',1.5);
% %plot(lambdaEXP,PLspec/max(PLspec),'-k','linewidth',1.5);
% xlabel('\lambda (nm)');
% ylabel('PL (arb units)');
% xlim([min(lambda),max(lambda)]);
% axis square;
%
% Z=PLspec.*gamma';
% Z1=PLspec.*gamma_par';
% Z2=PLspec.*gamma_per';
%
%
% % LDOS FIGURE
% subplot(2,2,2);
% pcolor(kxnorm, lambda, log10(real(dP./k33.^2))); %-->LDOS
% caxis([-2,2]);
% colormap hot;
% shading interp;
% set(gca,'YDir','reverse')
% set(gca,'TickDir','out');
% hcbar=mycolorbar('vertic');
% title(hcbar,'log_{10}WLDOS');
% xlabel('k_x/k_o');
% ylabel('\lambda (nm)');
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% xlim([0,6]);
%
% axis square;
%
%%
figure;
pcolor(kxnorm, lambda, log10(real(dP./k33.^2))); %-->LDOS
caxis([-2,2]);
colormap hot;
shading interp;
set(gca,'YDir','reverse')
set(gca,'TickDir','out');
hcbar=mycolorbar('vertic');
title(hcbar,'log_{10}WLDOS');
xlabel('k_x/k_o');
ylabel('\lambda (nm)');
xlim([0,10]);
axis square;
%
figure;
plot(lambda,gamma,'-k','LineWidth',1.5);
% xlabel('\lambda (nm)');
% ylabel('\Gamma/\Gamma_o');
% xlim([min(lambda),max(lambda)]);
% axis square;
% Tot_enh=gamma*PLspec/(sum(PLspec))
% Ver_enh=gamma_per*PLspec/(sum(PLspec))
% Hor_enh=gamma_par*PLspec/(sum(PLspec))
% Tot_enh_gr=gamma_gr*PLspec/(sum(PLspec))
%% gamma break
% figure;
% subplot(1,3,1);
% plot(lambda,gamma,'-k','LineWidth',1.5);
% xlabel('\lambda (nm)');
% ylabel('\Gamma/\Gamma_o');
% xlim([min(lambda),max(lambda)]);
% axis square;
% subplot(1,3,2);
% plot(lambda,gamma_per,'-k','LineWidth',1.5);
% xlabel('\lambda (nm)');
% ylabel('\Gamma/\Gamma_per');
% xlim([min(lambda),max(lambda)]);
% axis square;
% subplot(1,3,3);
% plot(lambda,gamma_par,'-k','LineWidth',1.5);
% xlabel('\lambda (nm)');
% ylabel('\Gamma/\Gamma_par');
% xlim([min(lambda),max(lambda)]);
% axis square;
figure;
plot(lambda,gamma_per,'-k','LineWidth',1.5);
xlabel('\lambda (nm)');
ylabel('\Gamma/\Gamma_per');
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TRANSFER MATRIX FUNCTION (SOURCE CODE: WARD NEWMAN)
function

[rp,rs,tp,ts]=tmatrix2D(k0,u,X,kk)

% Create Transfer Matrix Solution for N slabs
N=X.no_layers;
Nkx=length(u(1,:));
kx=u;
Pinv=zeros(2,2,Nkx);
Dis=ones(2,2,Nkx);D0s=Dis;D3s=Dis;
Dip=ones(2,2,Nkx);D0p=Dip;D3p=Dip;
T=eye(2);
%initiate M as identity matrix
Ts=repmat(T,[1,1,Nkx]);
Tp=repmat(T,[1,1,Nkx]);
for j=1:N
kz1=sqrt(X.epsilon(kk,j)*k0^2-kx.^2); %propagation wavevector kz, inside
medium
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Important block, for avoiding negative values of Im(k)
a1=(imag(kz1)<0)*(-1);
a2=imag(kz1)>=0;
correction = a1 + a2;
kz1=kz1.*correction;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Pinv(1,1,:)= exp(-1i*kz1*X.layer(j));
Pinv(2,2,:)= exp(1i*kz1*X.layer(j));
%%%%%%for S-polarized result%%%%%%%%
Dis(2,1,:) = kz1/k0;
Dis(2,2,:) = -kz1/k0;
Disinv=inverse(Dis);
Ts = mdtimes(Ts,mdtimes(Dis,mdtimes(Pinv,Disinv)));
%%%%%%for P-polarized result%%%%%%%%
Dip(2,1,:) = kz1./X.epsilon(kk,j);
Dip(2,2,:) = -kz1./X.epsilon(kk,j);
Dipinv=inverse(Dip);
Tp = mdtimes(Tp,mdtimes(Dip,mdtimes(Pinv,Dipinv)));
end
kz0=sqrt(X.eps(kk)*k0^2-kx.^2);
kz3=sqrt(X.epsout(kk)*k0^2-kx.^2);
%wavevector outside of multilayer

%wavevector of embedded dipole
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%%%%%for P-polarized result%%%%%%%%
D0p(2,1,:) = kz0/X.eps(kk);
D0p(2,2,:) =-kz0/X.eps(kk);
D0pinv=inverse(D0p);
D3p(2,1,:) = kz3/X.epsout(kk);
D3p(2,2,:) =-kz3/X.epsout(kk);
Mp = mdtimes(D0pinv,mdtimes(Tp,D3p)); %D0pinv*Ts*D3s
rp = Mp(2,1,:)./Mp(1,1,:);
%p-polarized ref. coeff.
tp = 1./Mp(1,1,:);

%%%%%for S-polarized result%%%%%%%%
D0s(2,1,:) = kz0./k0;
D0s(2,2,:) =-kz0./k0;
D0sinv=inverse(D0s);
D3s(2,1,:) = kz3./k0;
D3s(2,2,:) =-kz3./k0;
Ms = mdtimes(D0sinv,mdtimes(Ts,D3s)); %D0pinv*Tp*D3p
rs = Ms(2,1,:)./Ms(1,1,:);
%s-polarized ref. coeff.
ts = 1./Ms(1,1,:);
%%
rp=reshape(rp,[1 Nkx]);
rs=reshape(rs,[1 Nkx]);
tp=reshape(tp,[1 Nkx]);
ts=reshape(ts,[1 Nkx]);
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APPENDIX 3: OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF A g AND Al 2 O 3
Ag and Al2O3 were characterized optically by Variable Angle Spectroscopic Elllipsometry
(VASE) measurements using a Woollam M2000 ellipsometer at the Center for Functional
Nanomaterials in Brookhaven National Lab. The optical constants were fitted with a DrudeLorentz model [33].
Ag
Lam(nm)
400.04
401.63
403.21
404.8
406.39
407.97
409.56
411.15
412.74
414.32
415.91
417.5
419.08
420.67
422.26
423.85
425.43
427.02
428.61
430.19
431.78
433.37
434.95
436.54
438.13
439.72
441.3
442.89
444.48
446.06
447.65
449.24
450.82
452.41
454
455.58
457.17
458.76
460.34
461.93
463.52
465.1
466.69
468.28
469.86
471.45
473.04
474.62
476.21

n
0.16830697
0.16724475
0.166172272
0.165091002
0.164002372
0.162907885
0.161808983
0.160707106
0.1596037
0.15850011
0.157397637
0.156297675
0.155201364
0.154109928
0.153024536
0.151946234
0.150876077
0.149814997
0.1487639
0.147723635
0.146695025
0.145678772
0.144675556
0.14368603
0.142710736
0.141750221
0.140804924
0.139875294
0.138961675
0.138064395
0.137183767
0.136320005
0.135473341
0.134643939
0.133831903
0.13303733
0.132260309
0.131500872
0.130759002
0.130034698
0.129327894
0.128638539
0.127966542
0.12731177
0.126674111
0.126053417
0.125449505
0.124862214
0.124291352

k
1.96509477
1.98108618
1.99696678
2.0127431
2.02842184
2.04400827
2.05950792
2.07492567
2.09026553
2.10553212
2.1207297
2.13586037
2.15092878
2.1659374
2.18088853
2.19578513
2.21062906
2.2254229
2.24016861
2.25486798
2.26952223
2.28413332
2.29870265
2.31323107
2.32772022
2.34217073
2.35658406
2.3709607
2.38530195
2.39960861
2.41388096
2.42812013
2.44232632
2.45650011
2.47064249
2.48475397
2.49883461
2.51288484
2.52690554
2.54089668
2.55485906
2.56879262
2.58269772
2.59657511
2.61042468
2.62424676
2.63804207
2.65181046
2.66555224

477.79
479.38
480.97
482.55
484.14
485.73
487.31
488.9
490.48
492.07
493.65
495.24
496.83
498.41
500
501.58
503.17
504.75
506.34
507.93
509.51
511.1
512.68
514.27
515.85
517.44
519.02
520.61
522.19
523.78
525.36
526.95
528.53
530.12
531.7
533.29
534.87
536.46
538.04
539.62
541.21
542.79
544.38
545.96
547.54
549.13
550.71
552.3
553.88
555.46

100

0.123736697
0.123198051
0.122675188
0.122167874
0.121675867
0.121198903
0.120736743
0.120289127
0.119855791
0.119436454
0.119030872
0.118638748
0.118259819
0.117893812
0.117540449
0.117199458
0.116870561
0.116553487
0.116247962
0.115953708
0.115670474
0.115397985
0.115135977
0.114884191
0.114642363
0.114410253
0.114187604
0.11397417
0.113769708
0.113573987
0.113386759
0.113207807
0.113036894
0.11287381
0.112718332
0.112570248
0.112429355
0.112295441
0.112168316
0.112047782
0.11193365
0.111825737
0.11172386
0.111627843
0.111537516
0.111452712
0.111373268
0.111299027
0.11122983
0.111165534

2.6792681
2.69295789
2.70662189
2.72026036
2.73387356
2.74746219
2.76102606
2.77456545
2.78808061
2.80157222
2.81503969
2.82848411
2.84190533
2.85530359
2.86867916
2.88203228
2.89536322
2.90867223
2.92195957
2.9352259
2.94847066
2.96169452
2.97489774
2.98808057
3.00124368
3.01438652
3.02750975
3.04061363
3.05369841
3.06676395
3.07981132
3.09283997
3.10585095
3.11884372
3.13181895
3.14477687
3.15771735
3.17064144
3.18354859
3.19643945
3.20931428
3.22217291
3.23501601
3.2478438
3.26065654
3.27345407
3.28623703
3.29900527
3.3117598
3.32449969

557.05
558.63
560.21
561.8
563.38
564.97
566.55
568.13
569.71
571.3
572.88
574.46
576.05
577.63
579.21
580.79
582.38
583.96
585.54
587.12
588.71
590.29
591.87
593.45
595.03
596.62
598.2
599.78
601.36
602.94
604.52
606.1
607.69
609.27
610.85
612.43
614.01
615.59
617.17
618.75
620.33
621.91
623.49
625.07
626.65
628.23
629.81
631.39
632.97
634.55
636.13
637.71
639.29
640.87
642.45
644.03
645.61
647.18
648.76
650.34
651.92
653.5
655.08
656.65
658.23
659.81
661.39
662.97
664.54

0.111105988
0.111051054
0.111000593
0.110954471
0.11091256
0.110874733
0.110840868
0.110810847
0.110784556
0.110761882
0.110742719
0.110726962
0.110714511
0.110705267
0.110699137
0.110696028
0.110695852
0.110698524
0.110703962
0.110712086
0.110722818
0.110736084
0.110751813
0.110769936
0.110790385
0.110813097
0.110838009
0.110865062
0.110894197
0.110925361
0.110958498
0.110993558
0.111030493
0.111069253
0.111109795
0.111152072
0.111196044
0.111241671
0.111288913
0.111337733
0.111388097
0.111439968
0.111493315
0.111548106
0.111604312
0.111661902
0.111720852
0.111781131
0.11184272
0.111905589
0.11196972
0.112035088
0.112101674
0.112169459
0.112238422
0.112308546
0.112379815
0.112452212
0.11252572
0.11260033
0.112676022
0.112752787
0.112830612
0.112909485
0.112989395
0.113070334
0.11315229
0.113235252
0.113319218

3.33722635
3.34993921
3.36263892
3.37532529
3.38799896
3.40065975
3.41330827
3.42594436
3.43856862
3.45118088
3.46378174
3.47637141
3.48894971
3.50151685
3.51407303
3.52661924
3.5391545
3.55167979
3.56419492
3.57670046
3.58919623
3.60168241
3.61415958
3.62662752
3.63908643
3.65153687
3.66397862
3.67641188
3.6888368
3.70125394
3.71366271
3.72606404
3.73845809
3.75084426
3.76322347
3.77559512
3.78796013
3.80031826
3.81266968
3.82501453
3.83735334
3.84968549
3.8620119
3.87433193
3.8866465
3.89895497
3.91125825
3.92355571
3.93584825
3.94813523
3.96041755
3.97269456
3.98496679
3.99723472
4.00949774
4.02175632
4.03401061
4.0462607
4.05850635
4.07074842
4.08298627
4.09522039
4.10745089
4.11967788
4.13190109
4.14412138
4.15633809
4.16855135
4.18076199

666.12
667.7
669.28
670.85
672.43
674.01
675.58
677.16
678.74
680.31
681.89
683.47
685.04
686.62
688.19
689.77
691.34
692.92
694.49
696.07
697.65
699.22
700.79
702.37
703.94
705.52
707.09
708.67
710.24
711.82
713.39
714.96
716.54
718.11
719.68
721.26
722.83
724.4
725.97
727.55
729.12
730.69
732.26
733.84
735.41
736.98
738.55
740.12
741.69
743.27
744.84
746.41
747.98
749.55
751.12
752.69
754.26
755.83
757.4
758.97
760.54
762.11
763.68
765.25
766.82
768.38
769.95
771.52
773.09
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0.113404175
0.113490119
0.113577041
0.113664934
0.113753795
0.113843616
0.113934394
0.114026124
0.114118802
0.114212424
0.11430699
0.114402491
0.11449893
0.114596301
0.114694604
0.114793837
0.114893996
0.114995088
0.115097102
0.115200045
0.115303916
0.115408711
0.115514433
0.115621083
0.11572866
0.115837167
0.115946604
0.11605697
0.116168271
0.116280505
0.116393674
0.116507783
0.116622831
0.116738821
0.116855754
0.116973636
0.117092467
0.11721225
0.117332987
0.117454685
0.117577343
0.117700964
0.117825553
0.117951111
0.118077642
0.11820515
0.118333642
0.118463119
0.118593578
0.118725034
0.118857484
0.118990933
0.119125385
0.119260839
0.119397309
0.119534793
0.119673295
0.119812821
0.119953374
0.120094953
0.120237573
0.120381228
0.120525931
0.120671678
0.120818478
0.120966336
0.121115255
0.121265241
0.121416294

4.19296937
4.20517397
4.21737588
4.22957482
4.24177127
4.25396494
4.26615631
4.27834547
4.29053213
4.30271677
4.31489946
4.32707993
4.33925863
4.35143528
4.36361034
4.37578352
4.38795489
4.40012531
4.41229371
4.42446094
4.43662708
4.44879182
4.46095525
4.47311783
4.48527924
4.49743995
4.50959966
4.52175843
4.53391673
4.54607425
4.55823106
4.57038761
4.58254361
4.59469911
4.60685419
4.6190093
4.63116413
4.64331876
4.65547325
4.66762804
4.67978283
4.69193769
4.70409268
4.71624788
4.72840334
4.74055914
4.75271572
4.76487277
4.77702998
4.78918816
4.80134701
4.8135066
4.82566698
4.83782785
4.84999003
4.8621532
4.87431743
4.88648279
4.89864934
4.91081677
4.9229859
4.93515604
4.94732802
4.95950114
4.97167585
4.98385222
4.99603032
5.00821021
5.02039158

774.66
776.23
777.79
779.36
780.93
782.5
784.06
785.63
787.2

0.121568423
0.121721632
0.121875928
0.122031315
0.122187794
0.122345376
0.122504066
0.12266387
0.12282479

5.03257488
5.04476019
5.05694758
5.06913711
5.08132847
5.09352214
5.10571817
5.11791664
5.13011726

788.76
790.33
791.9
793.46
795.03
796.6
798.16
799.73

0.122986838
0.123150016
0.123314338
0.123479811
0.123646446
0.123814247
0.123983226
0.124153404

5.14232048
5.154526
5.16673428
5.17894541
5.19115947
5.20337617
5.2155956
5.22781861

n
1.69950425
1.69903259
1.69856811
1.69811067
1.6976601
1.69721628
1.69677906
1.69634831
1.69592389
1.69550569
1.69509356
1.6946874
1.69428708
1.69389248
1.6935035
1.69312003
1.69274195
1.69236917
1.69200158
1.69163908
1.69128157
1.69092898
1.69058119
1.69023811
1.68989968
1.68956578
1.68923635
1.6889113
1.68859056
1.68827403
1.68796166
1.68765336
1.68734905
1.68704869
1.68675218
1.68645945
1.68617047
1.68588514
1.68560341
1.68532522
1.6850505
1.6847792
1.68451127
1.68424663
1.68398523
1.68372704
1.68347198
1.68322001
1.68297107
1.68272513
1.68248212
1.682242
1.68200473
1.68177026

k
3.26E-05
3.18E-05
3.10E-05
3.03E-05
2.95E-05
2.88E-05
2.81E-05
2.74E-05
2.68E-05
2.62E-05
2.56E-05
2.50E-05
2.44E-05
2.39E-05
2.33E-05
2.28E-05
2.23E-05
2.18E-05
2.13E-05
2.09E-05
2.04E-05
2.00E-05
1.96E-05
1.92E-05
1.88E-05
1.84E-05
1.80E-05
1.77E-05
1.73E-05
1.70E-05
1.67E-05
1.63E-05
1.60E-05
1.57E-05
1.54E-05
1.51E-05
1.49E-05
1.46E-05
1.43E-05
1.41E-05
1.38E-05
1.36E-05
1.33E-05
1.31E-05
1.29E-05
1.26E-05
1.24E-05
1.22E-05
1.20E-05
1.18E-05
1.16E-05
1.14E-05
1.12E-05
1.11E-05

446.06
447.65
449.24
450.82
452.41
454
455.58
457.17
458.76
460.34
461.93
463.52
465.1
466.69
468.28
469.86
471.45
473.04
474.62
476.21
477.79
479.38
480.97
482.55
484.14
485.73
487.31
488.9
490.48
492.07
493.65
495.24
496.83
498.41
500
501.58
503.17
504.75
506.34
507.93
509.51
511.1
512.68
514.27
515.85
517.44
519.02
520.61
522.19
523.78
525.36
526.95
528.53
530.12
531.7

1.68153853
1.68130952
1.68108317
1.68085945
1.68063832
1.68041972
1.68020362
1.67998999
1.67977879
1.67956997
1.6793635
1.67915935
1.67895748
1.67875786
1.67856045
1.67836522
1.67817213
1.67798116
1.67779227
1.67760543
1.67742061
1.67723779
1.67705693
1.67687801
1.67670099
1.67652585
1.67635256
1.6761811
1.67601144
1.67584355
1.67567742
1.675513
1.67535028
1.67518925
1.67502986
1.67487211
1.67471596
1.6745614
1.6744084
1.67425695
1.67410701
1.67395858
1.67381163
1.67366614
1.67352208
1.67337945
1.67323823
1.67309838
1.67295991
1.67282278
1.67268698
1.6725525
1.6724193
1.67228739
1.67215674

1.09E-05
1.07E-05
1.05E-05
1.04E-05
1.02E-05
1.01E-05
9.90E-06
9.75E-06
9.61E-06
9.46E-06
9.32E-06
9.19E-06
9.05E-06
8.92E-06
8.79E-06
8.67E-06
8.54E-06
8.42E-06
8.31E-06
8.19E-06
8.08E-06
7.97E-06
7.86E-06
7.75E-06
7.65E-06
7.55E-06
7.45E-06
7.35E-06
7.26E-06
7.16E-06
7.07E-06
6.98E-06
6.89E-06
6.81E-06
6.72E-06
6.64E-06
6.56E-06
6.48E-06
6.40E-06
6.32E-06
6.25E-06
6.17E-06
6.10E-06
6.03E-06
5.96E-06
5.89E-06
5.82E-06
5.76E-06
5.69E-06
5.63E-06
5.57E-06
5.51E-06
5.45E-06
5.39E-06
5.33E-06

Al2O3
lam(nm)
360.36
361.94
363.53
365.12
366.71
368.29
369.88
371.47
373.05
374.64
376.23
377.82
379.4
380.99
382.58
384.17
385.75
387.34
388.93
390.51
392.1
393.69
395.28
396.86
398.45
400.04
401.63
403.21
404.8
406.39
407.97
409.56
411.15
412.74
414.32
415.91
417.5
419.08
420.67
422.26
423.85
425.43
427.02
428.61
430.19
431.78
433.37
434.95
436.54
438.13
439.72
441.3
442.89
444.48
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533.29
534.87
536.46
538.04
539.62
541.21
542.79
544.38
545.96
547.54
549.13
550.71
552.3
553.88
555.46
557.05
558.63
560.21
561.8
563.38
564.97
566.55
568.13
569.71
571.3
572.88
574.46
576.05
577.63
579.21
580.79
582.38
583.96
585.54
587.12
588.71
590.29
591.87
593.45
595.03
596.62
598.2
599.78
601.36
602.94
604.52
606.1
607.69
609.27
610.85
612.43
614.01
615.59
617.17
618.75
620.33
621.91
623.49
625.07
626.65
628.23
629.81
631.39
632.97
634.55
636.13
637.71
639.29
640.87

1.67202734
1.67189916
1.6717722
1.67164644
1.67152186
1.67139845
1.6712762
1.67115508
1.67103509
1.67091621
1.67079843
1.67068172
1.6705661
1.67045152
1.67033799
1.67022549
1.67011401
1.67000353
1.66989405
1.66978555
1.66967802
1.66957144
1.66946582
1.66936113
1.66925736
1.66915451
1.66905256
1.6689515
1.66885132
1.66875201
1.66865357
1.66855597
1.66845922
1.66836329
1.66826819
1.6681739
1.66808041
1.66798772
1.66789581
1.66780468
1.66771431
1.6676247
1.66753584
1.66744772
1.66736034
1.66727368
1.66718774
1.6671025
1.66701796
1.66693412
1.66685097
1.66676849
1.66668668
1.66660554
1.66652505
1.66644521
1.66636601
1.66628745
1.66620952
1.6661322
1.6660555
1.66597941
1.66590393
1.66582903
1.66575473
1.66568101
1.66560786
1.66553529
1.66546328

5.27E-06
5.21E-06
5.16E-06
5.10E-06
5.05E-06
5.00E-06
4.95E-06
4.90E-06
4.85E-06
4.80E-06
4.75E-06
4.70E-06
4.66E-06
4.61E-06
4.56E-06
4.52E-06
4.48E-06
4.43E-06
4.39E-06
4.35E-06
4.31E-06
4.27E-06
4.23E-06
4.19E-06
4.15E-06
4.11E-06
4.08E-06
4.04E-06
4.00E-06
3.97E-06
3.93E-06
3.90E-06
3.86E-06
3.83E-06
3.80E-06
3.76E-06
3.73E-06
3.70E-06
3.67E-06
3.64E-06
3.61E-06
3.58E-06
3.55E-06
3.52E-06
3.49E-06
3.46E-06
3.44E-06
3.41E-06
3.38E-06
3.36E-06
3.33E-06
3.30E-06
3.28E-06
3.25E-06
3.23E-06
3.20E-06
3.18E-06
3.16E-06
3.13E-06
3.11E-06
3.09E-06
3.06E-06
3.04E-06
3.02E-06
3.00E-06
2.98E-06
2.95E-06
2.93E-06
2.91E-06

642.45
644.03
645.61
647.18
648.76
650.34
651.92
653.5
655.08
656.65
658.23
659.81
661.39
662.97
664.54
666.12
667.7
669.28
670.85
672.43
674.01
675.58
677.16
678.74
680.31
681.89
683.47
685.04
686.62
688.19
689.77
691.34
692.92
694.49
696.07
697.65
699.22
700.79
702.37
703.94
705.52
707.09
708.67
710.24
711.82
713.39
714.96
716.54
718.11
719.68
721.26
722.83
724.4
725.97
727.55
729.12
730.69
732.26
733.84
735.41
736.98
738.55
740.12
741.69
743.27
744.84
746.41
747.98
749.55
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1.66539183
1.66532093
1.66525058
1.66518077
1.6651115
1.66504275
1.66497454
1.66490684
1.66483966
1.66477298
1.66470681
1.66464114
1.66457596
1.66451127
1.66444707
1.66438334
1.66432009
1.66425731
1.66419499
1.66413313
1.66407173
1.66401078
1.66395028
1.66389022
1.66383059
1.6637714
1.66371264
1.66365431
1.6635964
1.6635389
1.66348182
1.66342515
1.66336888
1.66331301
1.66325754
1.66320247
1.66314778
1.66309348
1.66303957
1.66298603
1.66293287
1.66288008
1.66282766
1.6627756
1.66272391
1.66267257
1.66262159
1.66257096
1.66252068
1.66247075
1.66242115
1.6623719
1.66232298
1.66227439
1.66222614
1.66217821
1.6621306
1.66208332
1.66203635
1.6619897
1.66194336
1.66189733
1.66185161
1.66180619
1.66176107
1.66171626
1.66167173
1.6616275
1.66158357

2.89E-06
2.87E-06
2.85E-06
2.83E-06
2.81E-06
2.79E-06
2.78E-06
2.76E-06
2.74E-06
2.72E-06
2.70E-06
2.69E-06
2.67E-06
2.65E-06
2.63E-06
2.62E-06
2.60E-06
2.58E-06
2.57E-06
2.55E-06
2.54E-06
2.52E-06
2.50E-06
2.49E-06
2.47E-06
2.46E-06
2.44E-06
2.43E-06
2.41E-06
2.40E-06
2.39E-06
2.37E-06
2.36E-06
2.34E-06
2.33E-06
2.32E-06
2.30E-06
2.29E-06
2.28E-06
2.27E-06
2.25E-06
2.24E-06
2.23E-06
2.22E-06
2.20E-06
2.19E-06
2.18E-06
2.17E-06
2.16E-06
2.15E-06
2.13E-06
2.12E-06
2.11E-06
2.10E-06
2.09E-06
2.08E-06
2.07E-06
2.06E-06
2.05E-06
2.04E-06
2.03E-06
2.02E-06
2.01E-06
2.00E-06
1.99E-06
1.98E-06
1.97E-06
1.96E-06
1.95E-06

751.12
752.69
754.26
755.83
757.4
758.97
760.54
762.11
763.68
765.25
766.82
768.38
769.95
771.52
773.09
774.66

1.66153992
1.66149655
1.66145347
1.66141067
1.66136815
1.6613259
1.66128393
1.66124223
1.66120079
1.66115963
1.66111873
1.66107809
1.66103771
1.66099758
1.66095772
1.6609181

1.94E-06
1.93E-06
1.92E-06
1.91E-06
1.90E-06
1.89E-06
1.89E-06
1.88E-06
1.87E-06
1.86E-06
1.85E-06
1.84E-06
1.83E-06
1.83E-06
1.82E-06
1.81E-06

776.23
777.79
779.36
780.93
782.5
784.06
785.63
787.2
788.76
790.33
791.9
793.46
795.03
796.6
798.16
799.73
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1.66087874
1.66083963
1.66080076
1.66076214
1.66072376
1.66068562
1.66064771
1.66061005
1.66057262
1.66053542
1.66049846
1.66046172
1.66042521
1.66038892
1.66035286
1.66031702

1.80E-06
1.79E-06
1.79E-06
1.78E-06
1.77E-06
1.76E-06
1.76E-06
1.75E-06
1.74E-06
1.73E-06
1.73E-06
1.72E-06
1.71E-06
1.70E-06
1.70E-06
1.69E-06
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